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PARUCAll DAILY REOIST
Register, Est. May, ISA
' Standard, Est. April, 184 PADUCAH, KY., SATURDAY MORNING, SEPTEMBER 22, 1906
'WHOLESALE 'HARD ON THE SWEEPING ORDER ISAJED TO
DRUG HOUSE BOOTLEGGERS R7DUCE STREET DEPARTMENT
MESSRS. LOUIS AND GEORGE




THEY EXPECT TO HAVE THE
DRUG HOUSE OPENED FOR
BUSINESS FIRST OF YEAR.
President Robert L. Reeves of the
First National Bank, Receives
More Word From Architect.
Messrs. Louis and George Kolb,
have started their new building on
North Thirdi street near Broadway,
. and just as soon as it is finished, they
will open their wholesale drug estab-
lishment therein. The building is the
• one going up right beside the Hecht
clothing esteblishment on Third be-
tween Broadway and Jefferson streets.
and the new tirm expects to be ready
for business by the first of next year.
The name of the concern will be the
"Kolb Brothers Drug company," and
start off under auspicious circum- bootleggers at Smithland during theatanees, considering the fact that the present term of circuit court, Georgebrothers have spent thew entire lives
in the business and are widely ac-
quainted with the trade in tgis entire
section of the United States.
Me Henry Kolb, the butcher.
houg-ht vile property now occupied by
the Williamson marble yards on
North Third Ile intended erecting a
large storage warehouse there, but
Messrs Louis and George Kolb have
now bought half the ground, and
work has begun on their structure to
be used for the wholesale drug house.
Next spring Mr. Henry Kolb will put
up his storage building on the other
half of the property.
The Messrs. Kolb have been asoe-
elated in the drug business with Mr.
L. S. DuBois for many years, and as-
sisted in building up a mammoth
trade. Ileseiring to enter business for
themselves, they disposed of their
stock in the DuBois-Kolb firm some
weeks since, and now expect to have
their own establiehment ready for
bonne's. and prospects are for much
success for them. ats they are two of
the most thorough and competent
men West Kentucky has in this line.
Bank Building.
President Robert L Reeves of the
First Nietional bank, has received a
set of floor plans from the St. Louis
architect who has been engaged to
furnish drawings and specifications
for the new ten story Wedding the
financial institution of Third and
Broadway will erect upon the site of
their present building and the one ad-
joining on the West.
Several communicotions have been
rieceived the past few days from the
architect, giving the bank president
and directors information regarding
the location of the offices that will be
upon the different floors, while other
data is being furnished in satisfying
the Pasesscahans upon the appoint-
ments througthout the contemplated
structure that will he the handsomest
tanildino in this city, outside the goy-
ermnent postoffice.
It is more than probable that the
bank officials will go slowly with their
arrangements in order to get all the
information possible, en that by next
spring everything will be ready for
creermoneement of the work of con-
struction.
The hank will occupy the entire first
floor rrf the new quarters. while the
upper floors will be rented out for
office purposes.
111•11111.
McCune having been tined $1,200 by
the juries there week before last for
disposing of booze without the neces-
sary license. This was only on a
few of the indictments against him,
/me forty counts being filed away
fer future reference. McCune is un-
able to pay the fines, therefore went
te jail where he will 'have to stay for
about one year.
Sell Personal Property.
Judge rightfoot in the county
ceurt yesterday issued an order,
directing that the personal property
belonging to the estate of J. H.
Price be sold by the administrator
et the court house door.
One Deed Recorded.
Land in the county has been sold
by William A. Hicks to Dr. R. Holt
for asoo and the deed filed for record
yesterday with the county clerk.
Line On Bowlin.
Jailer James Eakcr yesterday said
he expected to land Wil' Bowlin,
colored before long, and have 'him
hack in the jail here. Bowlin is one
of the two negroei who escaped sev-
eral weeks ago while being worked
upon the courthouse lawn.. One was
recaptured whre Bowling made
good his escape. The jailer has a
line on him, and expecte to shortly
have the fugitive back here. Bowlin
was doing time for stealing the doe
tor ham; rhe tabe of Police, Chief
James Collins.
Wants Divorce.
Walter Atturbery has filed suit in
the circuit court against Lillie At-
1
techury for a divorce, on the ground
that she abandoned him July Rth,
toes. after a six months marital ca-
reer they having wedded January eo,
teas at Metropolis'. e
Board Bill Case.
Wm. Hume was given a contieu-
ance yesterday by Justice Charles
Emery of the warrant charging him
with defrauding Mrs. Ida Hudson of
North Fourth street. out of a $21
board-bill. The young fellow is try-
ing to raise ehe money to pay off
the debt, and as this is the only end
desired by the lady, she will drop the
prosecution when he 'effects this:*
COVINGTON GOES BACK TO BOARD OF PUBLIC WORKS CUTTING DOWN FORCE SO AS TO
WHERE M'CUNE WAS • --1 - 'REDUCE THE DEPARTMENTAL EXPIPIDITURES TO A
FINED $1 200. MINIMUM—NO EMPLOYE SHALL WORK UPON THE SAB-
nn7:! T-77.12EAFTER—STREET SIGN ORDINANCE BE CON-
SIDERED SHORTLY BY THE BOARD OF WORKS.
IHICTED BY THE 1
SMITHLAND JURY A sweeping order was issued yes- aslaing why theterday by the board of public work's put into effect
during the special session held at the square.
'city hall for a reduction of the city's A response was asked from the in-JAILER JAMES EAKER EX- street department force of laborers, dependent telephone company as toPECTS TO. HAVE WILL thie order to become effective today. • why it had not moved back to the
BOWLIN SOON. This order means that all employes of private property line its pole whicen
the street department will be retired staralis on the public sidewalk at Fifth
- from service today except Street In- and Jefferson streets. .
Walter Atterbury Filed Suit For vector Alonzo Elliott, and just I Complaint has been made to the
enough men to keep the public streets board that ponds of water stand uponDivorce Against His Wife, Lillie cleaned, and also operate the street Dr. 'Hessig's property near EighthAtterbury—Board Bill Cese. sprinkler. This means that the in- and Tennessee streets. Street In-
spector's office clerk and stenographer spector Elliott was directed to in-
gots with the others let out. .vestegate the matter and see whatJohn Covingt en, white, has 'Loon The reason of this order is the fact coukl be done to relieve the situation.arrested and taken back to Smith- that the money appropriated for the T!ie city solicitor and city engineerFeld, Ky.. by ;)eputy Shafi: Clark street department this year has been were ordered to draw up the contractsForte-ea to ei.swer lo the ciiarge oi exhausted, and about Siam borrowed tosbe entered between the city and
sr ling whiskey ivitho it .1 I cense. already to continue defraying the de_ Contractor William Husbands, and al-
Pose are four indictm ;es agemst partmental expenses. There ere over so between the city and Contractor
Bridges. The latter has been awardedhim, and Covington was landed in three months yet to rue before the
jail being unable to execute bond at end of the year, and as money will the 'contract to lay concrete side-
the time for his appearace. He was have to be borrowed by the city gov- wallies on South Fourth. on Jones
arrested here on the market by the eminent to meet the street expenses. street and on Fountain avenue, while
this sweeping order is issued so es Mr. Husbands gets the work of grade
to cut the expenses down to a mini- ing Sowell street and the abutting
attthorities.
Strong justice is being dealt out to
mum No more repair work is to be thoroughfares in Mechanicsburg. The
crone, and in fact no money spent ex- contracts, when drawn up, will be
cept to clean the loroughfares and signed, and the improvements thenI
keep them spri led. Inspector commenced by the contractors.
Elliott is directed to hire out what There was before the board the
city teams he does not need to what- recently adopted, ordinance leaving
ever contractor may want to rent The entirely with the board of works, the
teams, at prices the city has to pay question as to bow long and how
when horses and wagons are hired by high above the sidewallas shall hang
the public bodies. Another order the signs in front of the houses and
along this line by the board yesterday windows; of merchants and profess
was that the street department shall sional men of the city. Consideration
not do any work whatever upon the of this new measure was deferred une
Sabbat h. til the next meeting of the board,
The beard some weeks ago directed which will be in about ten days, as
the electric light company and the in_ Members Taylor and Langstaff will
dependent telephone company to use be out of the city next week. On their
jointly their poles on Jefferson be- return the full board will decide what
tween Fifth and Ninth streets. By heighth all signs shall hang, and also
combination use of die poles many bow long and of what character of
surplus ones can be gotten rid of. The niajile they shall be.
light company has complied with this . Visieleat Wilhelm
order. except as release& between Fifth Taylor were present
and Sixth on Jefferson. and the board session, this leaving
directed a letter to Manager Bleecker staff the absentee.
Getting up Statement.
Assignee Richard J. Barber. of the
Relikopf Saddlery Company. has
twelve men at work taking an inven-
tory of the stock for the assigned
concern, while he and others are go-
ing over the books of the firm on
which they have been working for
the past ten itays. Assignee Barbee
thmks they will have their scheduo
of- liabilities and assets ready for
filing by next Tpesday. The law al-
lows them only until the coming
Wednesday to lodge this document
with the county court, it showing
what the firm is worth, and what the
outstanding indebtedness amounts to.
Mir. Barber last evening catch there
were so many hundreds of items to
condense that no accurate estimate
whatever could be made as to the
liabilities; and resources of the estate-
lishrnent, bu•t that has schedule would
show them in detail, and 'Is a total.
LIVES LOST IN TYPHOON NOW
ESTIMATED AT TEN
THOUSAND.
Hong Kong, September 21. —The
entire fleet of 600 fishing junks were
lost in the typhoon. This increases
the mortality to to,000 persons.
AMERICANS FIRED ON WHILE
GARRISONING SOLEDAD
PLANTATION





TWO MAGISTRATES INDICTED BY
GRAND JURY YESTERDAY
GRAND IllRY.BRINGS IN BILLS CHARGING THAT M A G IS-
TRATES LANE AND THOMPSON HAVE VIOLATED THE
STATE LAW PROHIBITINGCOUNTY OFFICIALS FROM
HAVING ANY INTEREST INCOUNTY ROAD AND BRIDGE
CONTRACTS.
Two of the county officials were
indicted •yesterday by the grand jury
of the circuit court, they being Mag-
istrates John Thompson and W. E.
Lane both of whom are charged
with being interested in contracts and
work upon the public roads of this
county. The indictments were re-
turned against these officers last
Tuesday by the grand jury, but on
account of a few words having been
left out of the bill the charges were
dismissed yesterday, resubmitted to
the jury -which corrected the indict-
ments and then returned them anew.
There es a provision of the statutes
v hich prescribes that no magistrate,
comity judge, county attorney or
other county official can be interested
in any contract or work upon the
pubic roads or county bridges.
These indictments charge that
Magistrates Lane and Thompson
Havana. Sept. 21—La Disc-usciain
publishes a dispatch from Cienfuegos
saying that blue jackets from the
American gunboat Marietta. who
were garrisoning the Soledad sugar
estate, have been fired on by rebe's.
The Americans returned the fire and
the rebels fled.
Havana, Sept. v.—The United
States battleships Louisiana and Vir-
ginia and the cruisers Cleveland and
Tacoma arrived •here this morning.
have both been guilty of furnishing
teams, tools, etc.. for county road
work, and also that they have em-
ployed themselves personally to the
county road supervisor, and done
manual labor themselves upon the
rool, for which the county paid
them.
In the indictments of last Tuesday
it had been left out that these two
were regularly elected and qualified
as magistrates. As it has to be
shown in the bill they are legal jus
tices of the peace, the indictments
were dismissed the words filled in
ye‘terday and new bills returned by
the grand jury,
The cases against the magistrates
will come up for trial at the Decem-
ber term of criminal circuit court.
The statute provides that anyone
convicted shall be fined in any sum
from $so to $30o.
PRIZE PEACHES.
Largest In City Hang on Tree In Mr.
Boone's yard.
The prize peaches of this fall are
seen in the yard of•Me. Eli G. Boone
of South Sixth near Washington
streest, and are greatly admired by
everybody, and more particularly, the
proud owner of them
'grille tree is only four years of age,
but lies received careful cultivation at
the hand, of Mir. Boone, who has
given much attention to it. It has
borne for a year or two, but this ttea-
son the fruit is larger than any ever
seen in this city. There are about
TOO peaches. on the limbs, the largest
of which weighs 14 ounces, while the
othere range downward in weight, but
many are still not yet full grown and
thoroughly ripened. They aire of the
"cling-etone" variety and very
CAUGHT FROM SPARK.
VOL. 23, NUMBER 130
HUSBAHO AND j$5,000 BOND
SI:TER CONE FOR ANDERSON
MRS SHELLI MOHUNDRO EN-LLSTS ASS ANCE OF PO-LICE
SAYS SHE UIRAIDED
THE AIR VERY OFTEN
HOSEY MAN POUNDEDOVER HE, WITH ROCKSIN HANIOF OTHERS.
I.ieutenant Po' Has AccomplishedNothing Ldng Towards Es-
tablisbin4len's Identity.
.Mrs. .Shelliephundro sought theassistance of po:ice departmentyesterday in leg her husband andsister broughttk to this city, sheclaiming the thad run away fromths city togt. The authoritiesare doing thirst to help her lo-
cate the pair, have not succeed-
oednNitTrhsur.ismilfb°alre" Thirteenth street,
has been residing
she, her husr and her sister.
from their h down near Wood-
irMiss Doyle ordoshaving mov-
ed to this c' veral weeks ago
ville in the Pty. She says her
husband dispIef their crop and
effects and I 'here to secure a
position upor street railway.
They brouglth them her sister,
Ivriss Bradfosom Mrs. Mohundro
claims to hased, the former be-
ing only fiftears of age.
The wife 2ed the police yes-
tei clay that ad upbraided her
husband and for a long while
on account ',ions between them
but that it td to do no good
as they paiattention to her.
Yesterday took dinner with
the husbanee on South Third
street. andly after the meal
Mohundro Ass Bradford dis-
appeared. ife began an inves-




Mrs. M , comes of a well
known failm in the Wood-
ville sectiole county, and has
telephoned thers to come and
tender hence. Sho thinks
her husbai the sister intend
skipping a' some distant city
andwii!  livem  t i 
fort 
sheto assertsbrin g  
him
ro
back to a nelinsertohefentdbhuaeresp,aiiatr.s ushrte.
sdhefocraog
paver Head.
bit into a fight withEmmettMosey 
$




e two others wha
considerably. Mor-
t for the two who
Officers Hurley and
dressed Morgan's












Dora egress. last night
got a for Doc Jackson.
colored; him with disorder-
ly cond ising her down in
"Tin Ca the Northern por-
tion of
Old Freight Warehouse Roof Slightly-
Damaged Yesterday.
The trucks from Nos. 3 and 4 sta-
tion were celled to the old Illinois
Otte ral radrood fireigeht warehouse
on Trimble' between Fifth and Sixth
streets shortly after noon yesterday
by a small blaze starting on the roof
of the btrikting. The laddies quickly
extioguished the fire, that caused a
foss of no importance. It was started
from the spark of a passing engine.
—Sheriff John Ogilvie and his
force of deputies continue busy every
day and evening recaipting property
toners for the state and county taxes
they owe. The ehrriff expects to
commence advertising the delitufaents
1 the first of next 
months and when
this is done, the penalty goes on and







former) n this city. The
Kansas;forities wrote here
for infupt no one can be
found Allen answering
this desl who formerly re-
sided he
I Pointed.
Pete olored, was war-





Zeb bored, was war-
ranted j the charge of us-
ing prose towards and in
the preisis.
Detetblibert of the I. C.,
has retfrinceton, where
he artehes, eoloreea who
is ehering many of the
-freight pieces of clothing
taken fpme.




JUDGE REED FINISHED SEN-TENCING ALL PRISONERS
CONVICTED.
Assignee John Rock Reported toCourt That He Sold the Steam-er Woolfolk for $4,400.
Judge Reed Virtually brought thepresent criminal term of circuit courtto a close yesterday afternoon bthe adjournment order wi not be fil-ed until today. He finished every-thineyesterday. but in case any or-ders or business develop, 'he leavesmatter open until today so they couldbe entered up for this session, whichhas proven one of the most import-ant and interesting conducted by thecourt for years, as many big casescame up, together with numeroussmaller, but interesting ones, andthings have been on the constantJump ever since he opened the termthree weeks ago. He finished sen-tencing all the prisoners convicted,and is now preparing to go out to'Benton Monday to start the threeweeks' session there.
Before adjournment yesterday anagreement was reached between thecommonwealth and Cicero Ander-son's lawyers, whereby the young fe.-low will be released from custody ifhe can furnish bond in $s000. Theboy offered John, W. Little thespoke man, as his bondsman: andJudge Reed is looking into the sur-ety before accepting same and al-lowing the lad to have his libertyuntil trial of the murder charge over-'hanging him. He is the youth whoshot and killed John Mix in the rearyard of Charles Graham's sanon onNinth and Kentucky avenue, severalmonths ago, as result of a drunkenbrawl. The lad has been confinedever since the mght of the shooting.Grace Bennett, colored was giventhree months in the penitentiary forattempting to set fire to the homeof Mary Martin, colored. This is thefirst time in years that anyone hasbeen sent from rere oo the peniten-tiary for only three months. Ordinar-ily any criminal convicted to meal-tude for any length of time less thanone year goes to the county jail. ThisIf the law in nearly every case, butthe statutes provide that for attempt-ed arson the guilty shal go to thetate prison, and as the Bennett wo-n-.an was only an accessory to the act,the got three months.
Andrew Cooper, colored was for-tunate enough to be liberated by theofficials, and he left the courtrooma happy man. He was given twelveyears for the alleged assault of BirdieRunyon, negress, one night severalweeks ago upon the commons n arthe Union depot, he at that time ac-companying her home. After he was ,ccnv'teted his lawyers got evidencetLat the woman was the mother of achild, \but had sworn she was notYet married. The lawyers also claim theNegress is a disso ute woman andsucceeded in find-
as Potter of the,
Lying this before the judge Cooperwas given a new trial yesterday. andits' of the George 
oking towards es-
then after this order of formalitywas made, the judge dismissed the
Kansas City re-
indictment against him, his honor not
s thought to have
taking much stock in flee womanascharge.
Wm. Jefferson, colored, was releas- .ed upon his personal bond of $2elo,to appear at the December term ofcourt. He is charged with stealing aset of harness.
The following prisoners havebeen convicted to penitentiary termsand sentence was passed on themyesterday by the judge: Joe King,colored, four years for shooting Geo.Richardson with a shot gun and in-jaring the tatter's limb in such amanner it had to be amputated; JohnThomas, three years, for breakinginto a box car in the Illinois Centralrailroad yards, and stea'ing someshoes, millinery. etc: William Tuck--er, two years for breaking into theresidence of Contractor C. H. Cham-bum and stealing a coat, and pistno:fumes Van Hook and William Wil-
-





Rev. MT. Myers of Humboldt,
Tenn., will arrive here today and
fill the Cumberland Presbyterian
church pulpit tomorrow morning and
evening. This congregation has not
yet secured. a pastor to fill the va-
cancy created by the resignation of
Dr. Eshmarr, but have some very in-
teresting negotiations on hand, and
hope to shortly have their selection
made.
Protracted Meeting.
Rev. Cap Owen will return today
from the Little Cypress Methodist
church where he is conducting a 'ser-
ies of protracted meetings. He will
return immediately to that place
where he remains throughout next
week. :Reports from him are that the
gatherings are proving unusually in-
teresting and succeisfut '
German Evangelical.
Rev. William Bourquin of the Ger-
man Evangelical 'church, continues
quite ill with fever at his former home
in Bretesville, Ind., where he ha's been
for some days. There will be no
service tomorrow at his church on
, South Fifth stret, with exception ot
the Sunday school worship.
German Lutheran.
At 9:30 o'clock tomorrow morning
Sunday school worship *ill be held
at the German Lutheran church on
South Fourth street. At the morning
hour German preaching will be held,
while at night Rev. Ilton speaks in
the English language.
Tenth Street Christian.
Sunday school will be held at 9:30
o'clock tomorrow morning at the
Tenth street Christian chtatch, and it
is the desire for everybody to be pres-
ent. Communion will be held at 10:45
o'clock in the morning. There will be
no preaching, as a successor to .Dr.
B. W. Bass has not yet ben procured.
Mechanicsburg Christian.
Rev. Barbel will preach tomorrow
morning at 1o:45 :o'clock, anti toznor-
row evening at 7:30 o'clock at the
Mechanicsburg Christian church. At
2:30 o'clock tomorrow afternoon Sun-
day school services will be held.
Trimble Street Methodist. ..
"F'riendship' will be the subject to-
morrosv morning for worship by Rev.
W. WI Armstrong at the Trimble
street Methodist church, while at the
evening hour his theme is "Fellow-
ship."
• Broadway Methodist.
Rev. Newell is out of the city On
his vacation, and tennorrow morning
his pulpit will be filled by Dr. J. D.
Smith, who will preach on "Christian
Citizenship." At the evening hour
Presiding Elder Blackard will be in
the pulpit, 
cfhourrcthil. Rev. G. C. Crum-
, the Broadway
'lough ill conduct the prayer ser-
vices each Wednesday evening during
absence of the pastor.
First Baptist.
AI the regtiar - hours tomorrow
mornii,g and night Rev. C. M.
Thonipsen will e in his pulpit at the









of Christ" will be
rrow morning at the
church by Rev. W.
he morning hour ad-
ement of the Lord's
ill be no preaching
Firs luistian.
Dr. Meach::i of Wilminington,
Ohio will poet- tomorrow morning
and evening at he • First Christian
church. and the embers of the con-
gregation are ii este() to extend him











Preaching \via he held) tomorrow
at the usual hen at the Second Bap-
tist church Re4 leetwood Ball has
been called to 'hi pulpit, but-no word
has been receive from him yet, as
to whether he a epts. He is from
Lexington, Tenno and if he accepts,
will take the place sf Rev. E. H. Cun-
ningham, resieta_ The latter left
yesterday for the ountry.
Third ntr Methodist.
Rev. Peter a will be in his pul-
put tomorro ii ning and evening
at the Third '.tree. Nhethodist church.
He has not yet dettided upon his sub-
jects.
North Twelfth Baptist.
At 3 o'clock totnorrow afternoon
the Sunday school services will be
conducted at the North Twelfth street
Baptist church.
Methodist Mission.
Services will be held at the usual
hour at the West Tennessee stret
Methodist mtssio church tomorrow.
Chefatisn
Sunday school worebip will be held
at 9:30 oklock tomorrow morning by
the Christian Scientists at their hall
in 527 Broadway* ..treaching occurs
at zo:3o a. m., the sittject being
"Unreality." At 7:30 o'clock next
Wednesday evening services will be
held at the hall.
CIRCUS NOTES.
The Barnum & Bailey circus ic of-
fering'a new spectacle this season. It
is entitled "Peace." and is founded
upon the closing incidents of the Rus-
so-Japanese war in Manchuria.
Scores of horses, elephants, camels
and other-led-animal!,. and hundreds of
brilliantly costomea men, women and
children are utilized M this big mili-
tary and allegorical display. The fii•
nal tableaux shows Colombia joining
the 'hands of the warring nations, un-
der the prompting of the president of
the United States.
The Grunatho sisters :who are fea-
tured among the acrobats with the
• Barnum & Bailey circus this. season,
comprise seven young women from
Germany They are said to perform
in long skirts all the feats accom-
plished by the cleverest male acro-
bats, with many other that are orig-
inal with themselves. One New York
newspaper calls therm the "best dress-
ed acri hatic cornpary ever wen' in
the United States.**
What is said to be a remarkably
expert high wire act is presented in
the Barnum & Bailey circus by a coin-
pany known as the Carmen troupe.
There are five artists in the troupe,
and they perform, on the elevated
wire with as much confidence as upon
the ground Single and double som-
ersaults, from shoulder to shoulder,
while being balanced; in the air, and
many other difficult feats among The
vevelties introditoed. The feats of I,a
Belle Carmel, one of the young girls
of the troupe, are described' as marvel-
ous beyond precedent.
Ten artists simultaneously perform-
ing in midair is announced as a fea-
ture of the performance given by the
Imperial Vienesc troupe of aerialists
with the Barnum & Bailey circus. The
fights of the Imperial Viennese gym-
nasts are said to be thrilling in the
extreme. The apparatus used in their
act Otxencla almost the entire width
of the big hippodrome pavilion, and.
the performers catch each other by
their 'hands and even their feet, after
traversing a distance of sixty feet
through the air. The Imperial Vien-
neee troupe is credited with being the
highest salaried aerial act in the
world.
Barnum & Baileys' supreme "thrill-
er" this year is the Auto-Bolide.
which '.hat been introduced to this
country under the name of the "Dip
Of Death." It presents a young and
1
pretty American girl. who takes a
wild plunge into space in an automo-
bile and finally land- on a runway,
which carries the *tr.) safely to title
hippodrome track. This act is said
to be the real circa, sensation of the
year.
DENIES PEONAGE PRACTICE
Defendant in Trial at Cape Girardeau
. Takes Stand in Own Behalf.
- —
Cape Girardeaa Mlo., Sept. 20.—
Evidence of the Ociense in the trial
of the Smith brothers on the charge
of peonage was cusnpli ed today and
the argument" will be -n tomorrow
morning. James E. Sir .11, ane of the
defendants, on the star,: dettiel any
niegroes were ever reibly takentO
from the steamer Fe H‘vold and
forced to work and de led that he had
ever forced any negro se work against
his will.
Banker c .D. Na-ohcw,. Jr:. of
Sikeston, Mo.. identified a pay roll
and testified that :'le neer° laborers
were paid 75sents a day for working.
Biblical Baseball.
A Canton (0.) theolotocal student
'interested in baseball Write a thesis
Ion "Baseball Among /the Ancients,"
from which arc gleaned the following
facts:
Abraham made a sacrifice
The ProrEgal Shwa,* a home rim.
Gain made a base hitti he killed
Abel.
David was a g eat eigelistanee
'thrower.
masa, shut out t e Fags etians at the
Reed sea.
Mioscv made his first - in 'then he
slew the Egyptian.
The devil the f 74 coacher.
fl ste'e second.Eve stole fifart—A
mct Rebut-ea at theMitten !Seise
well Ale was w.ItIng With a pitcher.
Sartmon strift. a crest many
times 'Wien he
Complicated Came.
Cloyd•s _Landing, Ky. Sept
The trial of the nOted ef .•;ty case of
E. G. Alexander, pbtiatiff. against the
adminiatrator of fames •:kinner. de-
tceased, and J. E. hisno . defendant,
begins at Burka-sill e this morning be-
fore Special Jtelge Morn of Oldham
county. A 'special
court was called
'trying this ease at
most complicated
this county. The gond 'v 1 1 pr hably
be in session sever*, days ',"fore 3 de-
cision is reached. • 1
term ' the circuit
r the ion-pee,
40e, i4the






It Will Be One of the Largest Meet-
ings Londucted in Recent Years.
by the Organization.
Several Knights of Pythias of this
city will be present in New Orleans
next month attending the grand con-
clave of ohat body, which will .draw
thousands of visitors to that city.
Prospects are that it will be one of
the moo interesting and: largely at-
tended-gatherings- held in- recent-years
by the organization.
Visitors to the conclave can travel
to the Crescent City and back for the
lowest railroad fare ever offered, ac-
cording to the announcement of the
Illinois General Railroad company.
It :has cut the roundorip rate fromi
Chicago to New Orleans from $46 to
$18.40, with corresponding- reductions
from all other points. The rate from
St. Louis will be lowered to $14.40,
from St. Paul and Minneapolis to
$27.50, from Peoria to $17.85, Spring-
field to $16.35, Louisville lo $15.20.
The cut is made fur the benefit of
the Knights of Pythias conclave. The
originally agreed' reduction for this
gathering was one fare, plus 25 cents.
The Knights of Pythias requested. fur-
ther reductions and these requests, to-
gether with other unhooked-for devel-
opments, have cause dthe Illinois Cen-
tral to cut the rate to 8o per cent of
the one-way fare for the 'round triP
from all points. This slash brings
the rate down to practically t cent a
mile, alhoh rate has never been named'
fur any gathering except the Grand
Army.
A few weeks ago the Illinois Cen-
t-al took 15,000 southerners to
Chicago on an unprecedented. low rate
and now an even greater slash in
fares is to be given northerners south-
bound The Central management has
suggested that all of its connecting
lines put in the cent-a-mile rate to
the New Orleans conclave. The tick-
ets will be on sale October It to 14.
and will be honored for return pass-
age to October 30. Stopovers at all
principal points south of the Ohio
river will be allowed.
INVENTS SUBMARINE PHONE
Dr. Robert D'Unger Says He Has
Solved Scientific Problem.
Chicago, Sept. 21 —One year from
today the people of Chicago will be
able to carry on conversation with
the citizens of London er Paris.
should the sanguine expectations of
Dr. Robert D'Unger, 721 East Forty-
sixth street, inventor of a subma-
rine telephone cable, be realized. The
invention for which Dr. D'Unger has
secured a patent if succesafal prom-
ises to create an era in scientific ad-
vance equal to the discovery of wire-
less telegraphy and of equal benefit to
humanity. A company has been in-
corporated in New Jersey ands in
North Dakota with a capital of $30.-
coo to carry out the project under the
title of the Electric loop Cable com-
PanY• and steps will be taken at once
to raise the necessary capital to com-
mence the laying of the cable from
New York to London.
Fah twenty-eight years ellectrioal
scientists of the world have devoted
their attention to the solving of the
problem of submarine telephony. but
one insurmountable obstacle always
baffled them. The undulating waves
of the human voice are only capable
of impelling sufficient electrical force
to carry them a few hundred, miles.
To project them farther the only de-
vice hitherto known was the electro-
magnet, and to lay a submarine cable
3000 miles in length equipped' at fre-
quent intervals with electro magnets
was a practical impossibility.
Seventeen years ago the French
government tried some expensive ex-
periments in the establishment of a
submarine telephone betwieen MAT-
seines and Algiers, but it provel a
complete failure.
Dr. D'Unger :believes he has Soiree%
the difficulty by means of a dull cur-
reut. The 3000 miles of cable is di-
vided into distances of ;too miles, sep-
arated by induction coils. The first
current flows through electric cover-
ings surrounding iron cores, magnet-
izing the cones. The second current
impelled by the human voice passes
through these cones, which are auto-
matically traltiermed into electro
magnets. The result is a stsccession
of comnlete 300-mile currents by
vvihichi the sound waves may be car-
ried unimpaired • in: force any dis-
tance
Experiments have been carried /set
by Dr. D'Unger with a model of his
aPPtiratne, F•eturling the current
throtigh a specially constrneted box
representing a resistance of 50,000
These experiments have proved
a complete success, he asserts.
For over fifty years Dr. D'Unger
hag devoted his life to the iniesti-
gation of electrical phenomena. He
'sae practice& imedicine in Chicamo
Inc twenty-eight years, retiring from
his profession some years ago. He ic
a native of Maryland, Where he 
was
born in 1/325, being now 8t years old,
het in appearance and. energy he is
twenty years youn„ger.
THE LAKE OF SACRIFICE.
Louisiana Body of Water About
Which There Is an Indian
Legend.
Lake Ca-taott-la, the sac. :eke of
the Indiana, lies enscoaced, as it were,
In the deep solitude of the forest
which skirts the Attakapaa prairie on
the east aide of the Teche at about
nine miles from the town of St. Mar-
tinville. The beauty of its scenery
sad Its picturesque landscapes have
probably no equal In the state, acya
the New Orleans States. Its waters
have the transparency of crystal, and
It.. depth averages from 90 to 100
feet.
The word Ca-ta-ou-la means the lake
at saeridce. The following legend, as
dramatic and tragical as the Biblical
narrative of the death of Jephthah's
daughter, gives us the origin of that
mune.
The Tetimetchec Indians, being
threatened with dire calamity, the na-
ture of which we know. not,, their
prayerman consulted their oracles, and
were informed that to propitiate the
great MatlitOU and to avert the Lultiini-
"y a fair maiden of the tribe was to
be sacrificed to the cruel god and her
soul drowned in the placid waters of
Lake Ca-ta-ou-la.
Tbe beautiful A taa-la, tele fair
daughter of the chief, offered horsed
is a willing victim to propitiate- the
Great Spirit'
Dressed in all the fir.ery and
turesquenees of nvrel of an Indian
princess, she repaired to the take in
whose waters she was to find • watery
grave, followed by the weeping motd-
ens and the stern warriors of the
tribe.
She glided In her light canoe oa the
waters of the lake until she had
(-cached the middle of the stream, and
with her eyes upraised and hands al-
Ltuded toward the heavenly mansion
of the great Manitou, she offered him
her youth and her -life blood as a
sacrifice to propitiate him and :o
evert the calamity that threatened tier
people.
With radiant smile she then turned
L.-xaril the shore of the lake where
I;nelt the weeping meidens, b'h warri
her band gently to thew, bldd: a them
en eternal adieu, and plunged late its
eaters, to be seen no more.
SupersItitous persons as.- rt' that
seen to this day In Ilmes gni"
calamity and misfortune, r 'len the
moon spans the sky and sh • .4 serene
tit the high heavens, sire. ag wish
silvery fringe the gentle r ;pita of
the lake, a shadowy form iv -.en grid
.ng on its waters in a light eanos, with
hands extended heavenward. and they
say that all at once, uttering a whi
end unearthly shriek, the shadowy
form plunges headlong into the lesion
and disappears, wbiWthe terror-strialt-
En denizens of the forest answer the
edrieles with howls sad lugubrious Mee
Inge.
From that time Lake Ca-ta-oe-la be-
came the sacred lake of the Uner,
and every year they repaired to this
spot to propitiate the greet Maoism
ml.th their offerings and its, :16041a, late
its crystalline waters they visaged
themselves to get cleaneet of *es
moral and physics/ impetritiem, into Ka
sacred waters they dipped their &mil-
lets aid arrows to avert approaching
calamities and to protect themselves
tgaiset Use devices of the evil spelt
He who conld not make Ibis yew',
ilgrtniage felt despondent and *s-
haggy, and his iuSbiIlty te follow the
others in the saintly )(Laney boded
brm no good.
If while performing his immerMos
tn the lake one should 1appen to
drown. his memory was • . crated, sad
his death eas weeder', the judg-
ment of the great Manitou s an atone-
meat for the crimes co . aitted by
hint
The lake is still called Ca-ta-oo-is.
the lake of sacrifice, hot the great
Manitou, like his Indian worshipere,
Is new a thing of the par `
Frost Makes !at Terkel's.
"Cold weather makes Lit turkeys."
said the poulterer.
"VPhy'"
"Because In s warm fall the ground
keeps soft, the vEgetation ,lingers on
and the fields are full of worms and
hugs. What's the reSult? The result
Is that the turl.eys, from sunrise till
dark, tramp the ternptiag fields on long
forage,. eaang the worms and bugs.
which thin them, an, . walking akl their
soft and fine flesh Into tough, striugy
muscle.
"A cold fall, with early frosts and
snows, freezes the ground and kill'
the bugs. 7hen the turkeys are net
tempted to wander. They loaf in the
farmyard, Forge an abundance of
grain, and put on flesh like a middle-
aged woman at a seashore hotel.
"But In a warm fall, hunting the ir-
resistible bug, the turkeys do their li
or 20 miles regularly, and become alb-
!etas. For athletic turkeys there is no
public demand."
The Lawyer.
Now, guess who It is that takes an
oath "whereby be Invokes God's help
that be may do no falsehood nor nos-
sent to the doing of any In court; that
he may not wittingly or willingly pro-
mote or sue any false, groundless or
unlawful suit, nor give aid or cow
sent to the same; that he may delay
no man for lucre or malice, but that
he may conduct himself with all good
ddelliy." Guess who takes that oath.
But you would never guess It in the
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$6.00 FOR ;$1.000 FOR 5 YEARS
Abram L Weil & Co.,





Has few terrors for the resident whose home is equipped wi!li '
Modern Sanitary
Plumbing
Get estimates on Plumbing and Steam or Hot Water Heatirg from
Ed D.Hannan
THE PROMPT PLUMBER,





SUPERIOR FACILITIES FOR HANDLING r2EIGHT, MACHIN-
ERY AND HOUSEHOLD COODS.
OFFICE SECOND AND MO!, ROE. BOTH PHONES
P. D. FITZPATRICK. SUPT
BUSINLSS COLLEGE
No theories taught but actual business from the start. Thorough
courses in b...okkeeping, shorthand, touch-typewriting, penmansrup, 
coy.
responderze, spelling, commercial law banking, arithmetic, grammar, eft.
Cal cr. write for beautiful new estreig.
PADUCAH CENTRAL;
THE BUSINESS COLLEGE 306 BROADWAY
Gay Nance. Lee Nance. M. Nance, Embalmer
GUY NANCE & SON "
UNDERTAKERS AND EMBALMFRS
White Ambulance for sick and injurid only.
Office and residence 213 South 3rd Street.






Office 306 Broadway Phones:Office 385—Itesioer.ce1696
AtiituCky state fait.
, Louisville, LErtal 7-22
$25,,000 INIFREMIUMSAND -PURSES..
TROTTING AND RUIIIIIND RACES DAILY.











40R PAY THE $25 FINE ASSESS-
ED AGAINST HIM YES-
TERDAY.
# 
• Samuel Crossland Fined $5, While
Wynn Tully Wits Dismissed
on Fighting Charge.
Rev. Alexander Pickrell was fined
425 and costs by Judge Puryear in
the police court yesterday morning
for abusing his wife at their home in
Mechanicsburg, where they were mar-
tied only a few days ago. After as-
.c ptnalty, Cie juilse see.
• vended same, with understanding that
Pickerell leave the city and never
return again.
There was filed away the warrant
accueitig Wylie Coleman with carrying
eonceiled weapons.
Until today was there continued
.the grand larceny charge against
Paschal Gray, colored, who is accused
of stealing a diamond ring from
Laura Rogers, colored.
The $1 tine assessed against Chas.
alturphy for dirtmlaemiess was sus-
pended.
Until next Friday was there con-
tinued the petty larceny charge
against Ed W6ods, who is accused of
stealing some rope from a tie barge.
The charge of d'runkentsese and dis-
order against Ailie Morton was on
tinned until today.
Wynn Tully was dismissed and
Sam Crossland fined $5 for engaging
in a tight at Fourth and Kentucky
avenue several days ago.
John I.evell was given a $25 fine for
disorderly_ conduct.
Until Monday was there laid over
the warrant accusing William T. Mc-
Dowell with carsing and abusing Mts.
John Kreutzer about a bill she owed
the mans' firm.
John Thomas was fined $25, Pete
Thompson $5 and Fit Crutchfield dis-
missed of a breach of the peace
charge.
Lizzie Broyles was dismissed of the
breach of the peace charge lodged
against her.
Lena Sanders was put tinder $too
bond to keep the peace toward Lizize
singes
SAY UNIVERSITY IS SINFUL
Episcopal Clergymen Score Irreligion
at Wisconsin Institution.
Milwaukee, Was., Sept. 20. —Irreli-
gion at the state university was sic-
verelrecoeed today at the sixtieth an-
cabal council of the Milwaukee Epis-
e , -copal diocese. Canon St. George, of
1 'Nashotah, declared that the spirit that
prevailed in the university was a
'mere religious veneer," that students
bad nothing to encourage them to
beep op with the church and that
'tile temptations and difficulties that
onfronted the students of the state
institution were such as requiredi thc
most heroic Christian principles to
-stand up against them."
He was followed in an equally
setfriereitia Speech hyr Reif: 11.-11. Robin-
son. of Racine college. Following a
spirited discussion a substantial nu-
cleus to a fund was raised to be used
for the salary of a priest whose duties
shall be to devote his entire time and
energies to the spiritual welfare of the
students of the university.
II,
DEFAULTING CASHIER FLEES
Kansas Official Leaves Note Telling
of His Thefts.
Sedti Kan., Sept. 2o.-0. St Stoll-
ard, cashier of the People's State
'Bank of Sedan, with deposits of $75.-
000 disappeared today, leaving a note
saying he was a defaulter and had
fled. The safe is time locked and the
amount of money missing is not
known
HEAVY RAIN DOES DAMAGE
Stores and Basements at Moumouth,
III.. Flooded by Surplus
Water.
Monmouth, Ill., Sept. 20. —The
business streets of. Monmouth were
submerged today in the hardest rain
that has fallen here for years. The
sewers were unable to handle, the
water and the surplus backed up over
the walks, flooding stores and base-
ments and doing immense damage.
All the machinery at the electric light
plant is under water.
AMERICAN VESSEL IS SEIZED
Canadian Customs Officials Say It
Carred Smuggled Goods.
She'burne, N. S., Sept. 20. —The
Canadian customs officials have seiz-
ed the American fishing schooner
'Arthur Binney at Northeast harbor.
It is charged that the schooner landed
smuggled .goods at Liverpool, N. S.,
some time ago. The Binney hails
from Boston.
"Is your horse aftlaid of automo-
biles?" asked the totrist, who was
mending a broken tire.
"No," answered Farmer Corntossel,




MATTER WILL BE TAKEN UP
NEXT WEEK BY THE
BODY.
The Controversy Is Thought to Have
Been Engendered Through
Spitework.
Some tienie next week a meeting
will be held by the Central Labor
committee for purpose of looking into
the Goddess of Labor controversy
which was engendered by those
whose candidate was defeated during
the ceeeest on Tesla-t Day, the fleet
-Monday -of this - month.•
It is olaimed that spitework prompt-
ed the questioning of the right of the
successful young lady to reoeive the
honor, those against her contending
that she does not live in this city,
therefore not entitled to the handsome
present and honor.
It is believed, though, that the com-
mittee and central bode, can quickly
dispose of the ,rnatter, us there is hard-
ly any foundation for opposition to
he entered up against the successful
young lady, who is exceedingly pop-
ular in this city.
The organized bodies want to be
just in the matter, and intend. that
the controversy shall be amicably set-
tled to the satisfaction of everybody.
As yet the date for crowning the




Veterans of the Famous Confederate
Brigade Assemble at Armory.
Set. 20. —The annual re-
union of the Orphan Brigade began
at to o'clock this morning at the
armory.
Capt. John H. Weller called the
meeting to order, and the Rev. J. M.
Tyalings offered prayer. • -
Mayor Paul C. Barth made an ad-
dress of welcome.
The veterans at 10:30 o'clock start-
ed to Certral Park, where Gen. Duke
and Gen. Moaner will make Addresses
MOTHER OF FOUR UNLUCKY
Maid, Wife, Widow and Mother of
Quadruplets in a Year.
Seldom in the history of human sor-
rows has a more pitiable tale been re-
corded than that of Mrs. David Wat-
son, who gave premature birth to
quadruplets Tuesday, two weeks af-
ter the -tragic death of her husband
and on the eve of the first anniver-
sary of her marriage. Misfortune
would seem to have marked the un-
happy rnother for its own, and the
story of her life is a gloomy record
of unmerciful disaster, scarcely light-
ened by a single flash of sunshine,
says the Chicago Chronicle.
David Watsen was killed two weeks
ago by a train at St. Paul. where he
had gone in search of work, leaving
h•s young wife, shortly to become a
mother, in Chicago. 'The shock of
hie death- eatieed the premature birth
of the children, while it left the wid-
owed mother prostrated beneath the
double blow, pennilees, s‘S rely on the
charity of her neighbors.
Mrs. Watson was born in the South,
where her grandfather was the own-
er of a large plantition, a wealthy
and prosperous man. When the civil
war swept over the country, with it
aftermath of ruin and desolation, it
carried awviy in its vortex the fortune
of the planter, the broken old man
dying shortly afterward.
his son. Mrs. Watson's. father, took
up the bunden of life, totally unfit as
he was by the education given south-
ern young men of the period, to sus-
tain the light. For a time his strug-
gles were successful, but the birth of
his child, his only daughter, sieemed
to be the forerunner of a series of
misfortunes against which he fought
in vain. Every venture in which he
embarked seemed to be doomed from
the outset. It seemed as if it was
only necessary for him to put his.
hand to an enterprise to make it a
failure. He saw the position which he
had acquired crumble away and in a
diesperatc coup to retover what he
had lost he was overwhelmed with
absolute ruin.
The blow proved too much for the
ushappy man, and the day his ruin
was assured he 'u-as carried to, his
home a corpse. "Heart disease" was
the verdict rendered by the jury. A
few weeks later his wife, who had
fought gallantly by his side through,
the unequal struggle, also abandoned
the fight- One day her daughter re-
turning home found her sitting in her
chair dead.
The young girl reared in such a
eehool of misfortune, left orphaned
and friendless, came to Chicago, seek-
ing employment by which she might
secure her daily bread. For some
time she eked out an eixstence worke
ing in a factory. Then for the first
time a ray of sunshine seemed to pen-
etrate her cheerless life. She met Da-
vid Watson, an employe of the St.
Paul railroad. He also was aolne in
the world and the two orphans fell
in love.
The young couple were,merried and
for a time fortime seemed to smile,
but the evil fate which had pursued
'the girl from her birth followed her
'still. Her husband lost his poritioh
WILD WITH
ITCHING HUMOR
Eruption Broke Out in Spots All
Over Body—Caused a Continual
Itching for Two Years—Doctor's
Medicine Did no Good—Cured at
Expense of only $1.25 and Now
THANKS CUTICURA
FOR COMPLETE CURE
"Some time ago I wrote you for a
book on the Cuticura Remedies and
resei-ed it 0. K. arid went and bought
the boup,Innthient, and Pills. They did
me more good than any medicine I ever
used. They cured me of my skin disease,
and I am very thankful to you. My
trouble was eruption of the skin, which
broke out in spots all over my body,
and caused a continual itching which
nearly drove me wild at times. I got
medicine of a doctor, but it did not cure
me, and when I saw in a paper your ,
ad., I sent to you for the Cuticura book
and I studied my case in it. I then
went to the drug store and bought one
cake of Cuticura Soap, one box of Cu-
ticura Ointment, and one vial of Cuti-
curs Pills. From the first application
I received relief. I used the first set
and two extra cakes of Cuticura Soap,
and was completely cured. I had
suffered for two years, and I again
thank Cuticura for my cure. If you
wish, you may publish this. It our
friend forever, Claude N. Johnson, Maple
Grove Farm, R. F. D. 2, Walnut, Kan.,
June 15, 1905."
ITCH! ITCH! ITCH!
SCRATCH! SCRATCH I SCRATCH! This
is the condition of thousands of skin-tor-
tured men, women, and children, who
nuty be instantly relieved and speedily
cured by warm baths with Cuticura Soap
and gentle applications of Cuticura Oint-
merit, the great Skin Cure, and mild
doses of Cuticura Resolvent Pills, when
physicians and all else fail.
Sold throughout the world. Corkers Soap, lie , Oint.
meta" MS., gepolvent. 50c. In t.,rm ud Chocolate Coated
dar. per vial or may be had of all druggists. A
oingle Net area rum*. Potter brug It Chau. Corp., tiola
?mita, Hatton, Mara.
eir Malted nos, "Ail About the Skin. Scalp. and Hair.'
through no fault of his own. lie
found it impossible to secure employ-
ment in Glvisago and two weeks ago
started for St. Paul, where he had
heard of a post.
In St. Paul he met a gang of men
who represented themselves as rail-
road men. His wife asserts that these
men drugged and robbed him and
that he was run down by a train while
in a helpless condition. His mutilat-
ed body was found lying near the
track, the pockets of his clothes hav-
ing been rifled.
The four iriants who have made
their appearance under suoh unhappy
circumstances despite the conditions
of their birth, are healthy and well
formed. There are two boys and two
girls. Both mother and children will
live, and the mother has announced
her intention, of, (undertaking the
heavy task of caring for her babies
AGED NEGRO MAN
A GOOD LAWYER
Admitted Technical Guilt of Stealing
• But Won His Case.
"Boss, I is guilty of taking them
things," said John Caldwell, colored:
to Judge Baker yesterday .morning,
when arraigned on a charge of main-
taining himself by undue means, "but
dey Vittid a-laying around loose on de
fir; of de freight kyar, and I didn't
think dere wits any harm in dat. Dar's
a man right over deli what'll tell yo'
I has worked for twenty long years
fur him and never stole nuthin' yet."
John is a representative, of the old-
time negrp, a class which is rapidly
passing into the great beyond, and
the old negro told his story without
ary effort at concealment. He was
arrested by Special Terminal Officer
Wilson, who theught John. had opened
up some sacks containing hardware
ard was taking the contents away
seys the Nashville Banner.
John's employer appeared in court
and testified that the old negro n -i-1
been employed by him for over twen-
ty years, and during that long service
had never been known to commit a
dishonest act. Judge Baker, at the
close of the trial. announced that he
was going to 4ismiss the case, as he
could hardly believe that the old man
was attempting to commit outright
robbery, but was under the impres-
sion that he was picking up some
things for which nobody cared.
MISCONSTRUE M'EtEOR CASE
British Officials Did Not Order Ger-
man Boat to Leave Portsmouth
Harbor.
Portsmouth, England ,Sept. 20. —
The incident of the Meteor has been
misconstrued by Getman newspapers.
The naval authorities explain that the
Meteor steamed into the harbor and
moored herself to an admiralty buoy
without asking permission. The au-
thorities diredted her to cast off and
,the Mleteor corn left the harbor, but
Are was not ordered to do so.
The Berlin Neuste Nlachriohten said
yesterday that the Hamburg-Ameri-
can line steamer Meteor, with excur-
sioniete. on board, had been redered
to leave Portsmouth during a se-rmi,
the steamer having taken refuge there
on account of stress of weather.
COLORADO DEPUTY'S SHOT
Sheriff's Aid Who Could Do Wozuber.
ful Things with His
Bovaiver,
While Deputy Sheriff William Ron-
aldson was in the once "bed" town of
Coffeyville, Kan., he got some of the
Dalton spirit in his veins sad listened
to the stories or how four of the Dal'
tons met death at the hands of one
man stationed in a sped *aid shooting
through a knothola4•1111.4 ffas Denver
Times. They eta hp. 1 11tmaldson
stories et what andt.016 Aka 1:101
tons were mid fiolti 311tfited it
every man streets
WITh a inn.
When the Denver flitinft, was on US
train some stranger entered into a con-
versation about what crack shooters
then Were in Kansas about the time
the Daltons blew into Coffeyville aad
secured several thousand dollars from
a bank.
Ronaldson said: 'Tea there wen
some good niarkamen there, but it le
easy to hit a man with a Winchester
In Colorado we use a Colt almost ex-
clusively. Of course, we have rut crack
marksmen, but I believe I might pia
off a prairie dog there while the train
Is moving."
The stranger flashed a five-spot in
Deputy Ronaldeon's face and it was
covered. Ronaldson snapped out hie
18-caliher Colt and without much de
liberation, and while the train was to
rapid motieti, sent one Kansas pral
rie dog to the eternal sleep.
Deputy Sheriff William Ronaldsos
of Deaver, was live dollars to the good
and friends en the sheriffs force say
they would take • hundred simnel
beta that Ronaldson could do the same
nine times out of ten.
TALE OF A TAILLESS CAT.
fella, Had the Instinct of Caudal
Preservation Without the
Appendage.
"It is well known that Manx cats
have no tells," says a writer in the
Scientific American, "only slight
stumps, and that the offspring of such
In other parts of the world, in the
first generation at least, are in the
same abnormal condition. While liv-
ing in Scotland 30 years ago we had a
Manx kitten given to us, which, al-
though born there, was tailless. The
door of our breakfast room was sprin-
shutting, like most of the screen doom
In this country, but opening only to-
ward the inside. Before the kitten was
fullgrown he had learned to let him-
self in by Duetting from the outside.
but &ever learned, although we Ottal
tried to teach him, to pull it open trans
the inside.
"It was not, however, the °ponies
Of U111 door from the outside to whisk
I wish to call attention--any cat could
have easily learned to do that; but the
fact that invariably, after he had se
pushed K and got his body partially
in, he made a rapid turn or whirl to
prevent the tail that wee not them
(hut heredity impressed on him the
fact that It ought to have been) from
being caught between the closing door
and its frame.
"This he did dozens of times every
day so long as we bad him, and was
always willing to show off before our
neighbors, as he never seemad to rec-
ognize the fact that its had not a tail
Like his neighbors."
CORAL-REEF FINANCE.
Term Applied to the Patient, °mead*
Growth of Rothschild's
Fortune.
'1a the first place," it should bars-
membered that the Rothschild fortes*
is not industrial," says Vanes Thoiap-
son, who writes of "The Rothschild& of
Trance," in Blverybody's. "It has ab-
sorbed many industries and many rail-
ways—like the Nine du Nord—hut al-
ways by political and finanoial coups.
And it is the least frenzied or imams.
By reason of its slow, cold, patient ac-
cumulation one might call it (since
phrases are the mode) coral reef
finance, so solidly has it been built up in
the dusk and silence of the underworld
of polities.
'And the fortune of the French house
to-day exceeds ten milliards. That
means 52,000,000,000. Imagination bog-
gles at so huge a sum it seems
merely an endless caravan of ciphers,
this 10.000,000,000 of French money.
They own or control all the precious
metals, the prime materials, mines,
credit, the Bank of France, all the
means of transpore, both railways and
waterways—so far as the canal system
goes—next to the city, which owns all
public buildings, they are the greatest
owners of lands and houses in Paris—
round the Arc de Triomphe, the Champs-
fflysees, the Bois de Boulogne, the Pare
Monceau, and, notably, the Gar* du
Nord, eaUre streets belong to the
Rothechilds; their A Atom!' dot the
provinces; In land Was they possums
400,000 acres."
Making India Paper.
The process by which India paper is
made is a secret known to but three
living persona When one dies another
Is let into the mystery. In this way
it has been preserved ever sine* it wa4
invented by an °Moor in the anglish
army. Other thin papers are mode,
hat India paper is peculiar In that
print on one side does not shoes
through on the other.
Science to the Pora
We find Intellect working not se
much in literature as in the domain a
science, which has brought forth dur-
ing the last few years many strange
and wonderful discoveries. If we have
not bad the poems of a Keats or g
Shelley, we have had wireless tale.
graph. radlux X-rays and a number of
kindred discoveries.- London ime4.
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It 'ayes 25 per cent. of the Operator's
Time which is your time.
Underwood Typewriter Co.,
'4x BROADWAY, NEW YORK.
MAIN AND FOURTH STREET. LOUISVILLE 
S. P. POOL, L. 0. STEPHENSON
PADUCAH UNDERTAKING CO.
FUNERALr_ DIRECTORS AND EMBALMERS
Both Phones No. 110 203. 205 S. Third
BABY IS BORN IN
STENSLAND BANK
Birth Follows Swoon When Mother
Is Told Her Savings Are Gone.
Chicago, Sept. 21.-111 the office ot
Paul 0. Stensland, defaulting presi-
dent of the Milwaukee Avenue State
bank i a baby was born yesterday.
The mother of the child, Mrs. Hut-
ch Swanson, Milwaukee and Ashland
avenues, went to the bank to add $to
to her meager savings, for she did not
know thee the bank had, been wrecks'
ed. Mfrs. Swanson for months has
been cruising about the Great Lakes
as a cook on a sailing vessel in which
her husband was a sailor.
Neither Mrs. Swanson nor her hus-
band speak English, and they had no
thought that the $95 which they had
on deposit in the bank was, in dan-
ger.
Yesterday the boat On which the
couple worked docked in South Chi-
cago and Mrs. Swenson, who is ss
years old arid pretty, went immediate-
ly to the bank. .
She walked up to the teller's wine
dow and pushed a $to bill through the
grating.
"We can not take that," the teller
toid her; "the bank is out of business."
The eornan did not understand.
and loolaed appealingly about her.
An interprster was. Summoned ,and
told her of the bank's wreck.
Then she demendedi her nioney, and,
when 'told thet she could get only 20
per cent of it she fell to the floor in
a swoon.
Physicians were summoned and the
woman was carried to the office in
which Stensland worked the ruin of
the bank.
There the baby, a bouncing ten-
pound 'boy, was born, and his tiny
wails recompensed the mother for the
loes of her savings
The mother add child were removed
to a hospital, and both of them ar-e
doing well.
FOUR HOURS IS A DAY'S
WORK FOR MONKEY
Kenosha, Wis., Reads the Law to Vis-
iting Organ Grinders.
Keneeha Wis., Sept. 21. —The mon-
key and the organ grinder will be a
rare sight in Kenosha in the future,
as the word has been given out that
the grinders of organs will not be al-
lowed to overwork monkeys in Ke-
noeha.
Yesterday two of the animals were
worked so hard to furnish amine-
merit Tor street etowds that they fell
on the street and the arrest of 'their
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tion to William J. Bryan. Dates of
sale, Sept. io, ii, and train No. log of
Sept. 12, 1906; limit Sept. 15, 11906.
Round trip rate,
Toronto, One, Patriarchs' Militant
& Sovereign Grand Lodge I. a 0. F.
Dates of sale September 12th to 15th
ineusire, leafs limit September 24th.
leek; by depositing ticket and nay-
irg fee of $1 and extension can be
secured to October 24th, igloo. Round
trip rate $22.05.
Louisville. Ky., Horse Show: Dates
of sale September 30th to October
6th.- isio5 inclusive, limit October 8th,
1906. Round trip rate $8.5o.
Lxmisville, Ky., Grand Lodge K. of
P. of Kentucky: Dates of sale Sep-
tember 3oth. October tat and 2nd,
trip 
limit.rate $6.095ctober 6th, 1906. Round
Lexington, Ky., Fall Races: Date,
cf sale October 2nd to 13th, 1905
inclusive, limit October 14th, 1905,
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day against two c
ounty officials
charging them with b
eing interested
ii-.road contracts or roa
d work, can-
not be taken.to mean 
that they are
charged with corruptiqn or
 anything
of that kind, but mere:y c
harged with
having acted in violation 
of the stat-
ute which prohibits any 
county offi-
cial from doing any work
 for the
county.
This calls to mind the fac
t that
the charter of Paducah, or
 the stat-
utes, specIfically prohibits any
 city of-
fic(r from doing any busi
ness with
the city, yet some of the 
members
of the general council and 
others are
engaged in furnishing supplie
s to the
city, and consequently viol
ate the
law. Ever since Paducah b
ecame a
second class city The Reg
ister has
called attention to the vio'
ation of
the law and has published 
the law
at sera' times in support of ou
r eon-
ti,ntion, but no attention see
ms to
have been paid to the mat
ter. Since
the grand jury has taken 
up the
question of county officials 
doing
work for the county, there is a
 prob-
ability of succeeding grand 
juries
taking up the matter of city 
officials
doing business with the city. If 
so.
and indictments are returned, 
the ots
fenders if found guilty will 
not only
have to PIT the penalty, but 
forfeit
their offices as wel'.
The intention of the law is
and if public officials are pe
rmitted
to do work or business with
 the
bodies of which they are membe
rs,
that privilege could be easily 
abused.
Cutting the Street Expenses.
The orders issued by the board, of
public works yesterday to cut do
wn
expenses irilhe street department was
rather sweeping in its nature and
merely provides for the cleaning o
f
the streets and such repairs as may
be specifically authorized by the board,
and every employe except those
necessary to carry out the order 
is
to be dismissed.
,The care of the streets of Paducah
is a large undertaking and requires
considerable money to do so. T
he
city is growing very rapidly 
and
spreading out to new territory. The
okt. orpublic works 
recom-
mended the appropriation of $28,
000
for clitests for this year, but the
 gen-
eral council cut it to $18,00o, and!
 at
this time the expenditures have mor
e
than exhausted the amount set 
aside
for that purpose. Many more 
bloclas
of improved strets require cle
aning
ths year, and „the value of improve
d
streets is somewhat impaired unl
ess
they are kept clean and tidy. The onl
y
.possible way to reduce the expens
es
is to abandon repair work. This, how-
ever, is not good polky, as the city
should enter the winter s
eason
with streets in first class repair, other
-
wise. the streets are liable to get i
n
a ,bad condition jtiet at the time. wften
good streets are needed most.
The boord also issued. orders yes-
terday that street cleaners should) not
work on Sundays, and that all work
in that department cease each week
before midnight Saturday. The addi-
tional new streets requiring cleaning,
caused the men arid teams to work
Sunday mornings, but the board pro-
poses to abolish Sunday work anti
not permit any labor to be performed
tintless absolutely necessary.
Some months ago the board of pubs
lie works *recommended that a street
cleaning departmest be establisheil l
and supplied .with More teams and s
now under construction, will creat
e a
large expense for street cleanin
g and
the general council. will no dou
bt dis-
cover by January 1, that the city wi
ll
have to increase the street appropria-
tion very materially next year.
While every politician in the
ccuntry is getting ready to tear his
shirt for somebody or something, the
Sage of Woelfert's Roost or "I-am-
a-
Dcmocrat" Hill has peacefully ret;r-
ed from politics. Smart man.
An investigation develops the fact
that the Omaha rai'road had a full
corps of men employed to defeat La
Follette. Yet some people are so
dull as to think railroad's and cor-
porations are not in politics.
Football season has opened and the
mangling of the players begun. Pub. 
Ii.:sentiment has caused a modifica-
tion of the brutal rules, but the dis-
catches begin to announce victims.
Foxy Grand Pa Watterson- is back
at his desk and grinding out mo
re
dilightfu' editorials of the character
that has made him famous the world
over.
There's something wrong at Lou-
isville. Every 'darn newspaper in that
town is on its good behavior and
seems to enjoy life.
The state fair at Louisville is a
howling success. The admissions on
Thursday rearhed a total of 38,000.
GOES TO JURY
Hon. John K. Hendrick yesterday
at Smithland finished the closing
argument in the suit of Mark Worten
against The Register newspaper com-
pany for $25,000 damages for alleged
libel. The colonel spoke nearly four
hours in winding up the speeches that
had been consuming the attention of
the jury since Wednesday afternoon.
The suit will be given to the jury
this morning, and a decision made by
the body.
BANKER KECUPERATING.
Mr. Richardson's Duties Being
Looked After by Mr. Anspacher.
Assistant Cashier Charles Richard-
son of the City National bank is
spending a vacation down in Ten-
nessee, recuperating from his recent
attack of illness. During his absence
his duties are being discharged by Mr.
Abe Airspaicher, for years bookkeeper
at this bank, but who resigned the
first of the present month so as to re-
tire from an active business career.
M1r. Amspacher is just helping out un-
til the assistant cashier comes back.
IN EUROPE.
Councilman Herzog Safely Arrived iit
Europe, Where He Spends
Several Months.
Word has been received from Cowl-1 
.
eilman John Herzog of Mechanics-
burg, announcing that be arrived safe-
ly in Europe, where be will remain for
several months visiting his former
home and relatives. He left Europe
many years ago, and two weeks since
went back for his .pleasant visit. He
crossed the waters safely
TURNING TO STONE IN BE
D
Vinton, Iowa Young Man Becoming
Ossified at Alarming Rate.
Omaha, Neb., Sept. 21 —Attention
of Omaha physicians has been called
te the strange, cave. of James , C.
Wood of Vinton, Iowa. who is grad-
ually turning to stone, Wood, who is
a young man has been bedridden for
some months and a couple of %reeks RAn
swasy TRIED
ago oesification set in. Various -parts
o: his body became useless until it 
BEAT
is feared taht his vital organs will Omaha Official Admits 
Rosa Used
soon he affected. Efforts. are being
made to stop the progris of ossifica-
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The Election of District Trustees Will
Be Held Shortly to Fill
Many Vacancies.
Today at the Farley sohoolhouse,
a ehort distance in the county beyond
Mkehianiceburg, the teachers of th
e
county public schools will hold the
ir
first literary meeting, which will be
conducted monthly throughout this
winter term of school. Their subject
for study at these literaries 
is
"White's Art of Teaching," and 
for
today a fine 'programme has been ou
t-
lined, different subjects along th
is
line, having been assigned) the teach-
ers for report and presentation,
 at
which time beneficial disclussions wi
ll
be entered into.
The county teachers by this step
are following the city educators, w
ho
for several years have been ho
lding
monthly meetings at which time the
y
lecture and address each other, 
and
study things of benefit to them
 in
their work.
Today being the .first litetory ga
th-
ering by the county instructors-, pro
b-
abilities are a very large attenda
nce
will be present. as all are deeply 
in-
terested in the innovation.
Trustee Elections.
Supt. Samuel Billing-ton of 
the
county schools is now preparing 
for
the elections to be held in certain dis-
tricts of the county, at which 
time
trustees will be chosen. Quite
 a
number of vacancies exist and 
have
to be filled.
All the county schools are runnin
g
now and eash will continue for
 a
period of six months, which i
s the







The Count Is A Mere Formalit
y, As
the Nominees Are Already
Known to Public.
Chairman W. A. Berry of the city
Democratic committee, has ;ssued 
a
call for the purpose of carevassiag t
he
ballots cast in the municipal prim
ary
of last Thursday.
Some are of the opinion that th
e
city committee is compelled to mee
t
within three days of the electi
on to
ea/lease the returns, but Ch
airman
Berry last evening stated this ap
-
plied only to the regular el
ections,
the returns of which are gon
e over
by the county election commission
ers
who are named by the state 
author-
ities. The regular elections are
 held
under the commonwealth Sawa 
while
the primaries are held- under th
e party
regulations that can be arr
anged to
suit the party.
The canvass of the vote is a mere
formality, as the result is known
. To
count up the total and issue 
certifi-
cates of nomination to the s
uccessful
candidates so they can get 
on the
regular November election 
ballot, is
the object of the committee 
canvass
COWS ARE SICK.
Epidemic is Raging Among 
Milk
Cattle.
Hopkineiville, Ky., Sept. 2
1.—Many
mile'h cows in the city are sick 
with a
disease something like pnk- eye. They
become feverish, lose appetite, 
are
stiff in their movements, loot 
droopy
and s'obber at the mouth. It 
has
rot proven fatal in any cases r
eport-
ed. Veterinarians say that the dis-




POWEF IS GOING TO WASTE
Geological Survey Says Wisconsin
River Offers Opportunities.
Washingtoe, Sept. 21.—The co-
operative work carried on in Wiscon-
sin by the state and tlfe United States
geological surveys has been produc-
tive of important results, particularly
that part of a pertaining to the Wis-
consin river, where it has been es-
timated that mote than too,o00 horse
power is now going to waste. Be-
tween Kilbourn and Tomahawk ifam
193 miles, the river falls 617 feet. This





Money to Defeat the Bellispr.
w' .4 •
St. Paul, Sept. 20.—ChelPire, mad
e
by James Manahan, attorney for 
the
Shippers' and Receivers' associ
ation,
that the COnalia road speed mo
ney
under the direction of its Gene
ral
Manager, A. W. Trenbolm, to def
eat
the political ambitions, of Senato
r
Isafollette of Wisconsin, brought 
the
rate hearing before the state railro
ad
and warehouse commission to a 
sud-
den and sensational clove today. Wh
en
Cornmessioner Steals *moved an 
ad-
journment until tomorrow ev
eryone
in the room was on his feet an
d al
the attorneys were talking at 
once.
The excitement was.arotised b
y the
testirnioney of Mn, Trenholer
s, who
on cross-examination by M. Mena
-
hon admitted that he believed
this road
had paid the salaries and expens
es of
sonic of the employes while they
 were
of which are absent from duty engaged' in po
litical
work.
The Delegates Conduct Gathe
ring at
the Auditorium, and Remain in
Session Three Days.
Mayor D. A. Yeiser, Secret
ary J.
Q. Taylor of the board of 
public
works, and City Engineer 
L. A.
Washington leave next Tuesd
ay for
Chicago, Ill., Where they go 
to at-
tend the annual gathering of
 the As-
sociation of Municipalities of 
the Un-
ited States. which convenes 
in that
city for a several day's 
session, the
body opening the 26th i
nstant and
continuing until the night of 
the fol-
lowing Friday.
Paducah is a menthes of the 
muni-
cipalities association, which 
is an or-
ganization of cities over the 
country.
Each year the officals of 
their re-
spective cities send delegatio
ns to the
point of meeting, where the 
represene
tatives discuss subjects of 
public gov-
ernment .and in this way h
elp each
other gather information 
and point-
ers that are of vast benefit
 to the re-
spective delegates in co
nducting af-
fairs in their own town.
• There are always many
 hundreds
ef representatives on 
hand, they
coming from all the importa
nt cities
of tht country. and the 
exchange of
ideas and experience 'has 
always
proveet beneficial to "al! 
attending.
The session will be held in 
the audi-
terium at the Windy C
ity, from
whence come statements that 
a most








The Suburbs Are Becoming Ve
ry
Thickly Populated Just Out-
side the City Limits.
With the next few weeks there wil
l
commence the general infiex of P
ado-
caliani who ensintain strainer resi-
dences in Arcadia and the other loll-
net's. Alread'y several faaialies h
ave
come into the city to sped the c
old
period at their winter homes, wh
ile
the others arc preparing to cOnte to
town When it gets a little chi
llier
M'ayor Yeiset was the first to 
come
in this year, his family froeing re
-
turned last week to their Nort
h
Fourth street winter home.
Each year more new hosnes are 
go-
ing up at the edge of Cie city and
by the time Paducah rows larg
e
enough to extend the cOrpOrate limits
out that way the popul: tiOn ,Qf the
city will be increased many hund
red
by taking in those now r •siding out
-
side the lines, as it is becoming 
near-
ly as thickly populated outside the
boundaries as inside.
A number of people r' 'test to 
the
city remain in their sulomper ho
mes
the year round, but ms.-,t of 
them
come into the city for the cold perio
d.
PATHETIC RELIC.
Found After the wreck of the Os-ea
t
Northern Train.
King Fisher. Oklahoma, Sept. 2;
Claude Alyea. a farmer ten miles
northeast of here, found what ap-
pears to be a pathetic relic of the
wreck of the Great Northern train a
few days since. it is a bottle contain-
ing a small slip of paper on which
are written these words: 
1,4
"The one that finds this bottle write
to Cleo, Okla., to
love you.'"
It is believed to
sage of some one
submerged emoker.
Eldon Camp: 'I
be the dying met-
imprisoned in the
NEW SPELLING PARTS FAMILY
mfr. so-, ammo.
Indiana Man Arrested, Whereupon He
Sues Mother-In-Law.
Elkhart, Ind., Sept. 2t.—President
Rocesevelte spelling reform has caused
a breach between Henry Commene
and his moth-in-Ilea Mrs. Mary
Prater. Because Mrs. Pearse
criticised' the new way of spelling
 as
unnecessary Commene is declared to
+Imre maintained the other side of t
he
argument just to provoke the 
elder
woman. Com:gens was arrested as a
result of the arguthent on a eher
ge
of attempting to provoke an attack o
n
him by Mks. Pease. Now he has
 re-
taliatedshy filing a suit for $5,000 
dam-
ages against his mother-in-law, char
g-
ing alienation of his his wife's 
affec-
tions. The ease will be heard at a
n




 MISS MORGAN, WAS TARDY SEV-
ENTEEN TIMES WAS DISRES
PECTFUL TO HARRY WILe
LIAMSON, FAILED TO NOT
IFY PRINCIPAL WHEN SHE
LEFT BUILDING AND WAS 
INEFFICIENT IN HANDLING
HER SCHOOL ROOM.
A three hours' session was 
held
last evening by the committee o
f ar-
bitration for the 8010°1 board, 
at
the office of Mr. Eli G. Boon
e, hut
nothing was effected towards s
ettling
the controversy resulting over
 the
attempts of part of the ichool 
board
to °est Miss Emma Morgan fr
ont her
position in the public schools. 
The
superintendent and Miss Mo
rgan
were both before the committee
 last
night, the former lodging his
 griev-
ances against Miss Morgan, a
nd the
latter well defending her positio
n. At
ii :30 o'clock last night the 
commit-
tee adjourted over until 7:30 
o'clock
next Tuesday night, when it 
recon-
venes at the same place.
All the members were in attend
-
311Ce last evening 'with except
ion of
Mr. Boone, who was detained, 
and to
fill his vacancy there was 
chosen
Judge William Marble. Superinte
nd-
ent 1.ieb was in attendance, and 
be-
ing requested to lay before the 
com-
mittee his reasons for objecting
 to
Miss Morgan, stated to the board 
she
had been tardy seventeen dif
ferent
times, the tardiness ranging fro
m one
minute up to as much as thirty m
in-
utes. Most of this occured d
uring
last November, and Miss Morgan e
x-
plained to the committee that dur
ing
that month she was sick, and 
the
taidiness was caused by her 
misa.
ing the car, as her condition did no
t
permit of her being as active 
as
( thei wise in catching the cars
.
Another complaint the superinte
nd-
ent lodged against her was "insub
or-,
dination." One of these Was that 
she
uas disrespectful June iith to Ha
rry
Williamson. who is president o
f the
school board. It was shown t
hat this
occurred out of school hour
s, and




(-barge was that April 26th sh
e left
the schools without notifying
 the
principal or superintendent. As
 to
this sbe showed the 
committee
where she had visited the offices of
both the steseriutendent and pri
ncipal
to inform them of her 
departure for
that day, but neither was in. She was
moving from one home to another
that day, and had already informed
the principal that it was doubtful if
she would be back.
Another of the "insubordinate"
charges was that April 3oth she did
not notify, the superintendent by
7:45 a. m. \that she could not teach
that day. The rules prescribeds s
teacher shall inform the superintend-
ent by the hour mentioned, of her
inability to attend to her duties that
day, so a substitute can be gotten.
As to this accusation Miss Morgan
acquainted the committee with the
fact that this morning in question
tried to get the superintendent
vet the telephone, and b•ing unable,
walked to the school, which she
reached twt‘ve m'inutes later tha
n
7:45 o'clock
The ether grievancs the superin-
tendent lodged against Miss Morgan
was that she Was "inefficient." As tv
this, 'he contended she did not pro
per-
ly hand e her room. She canied th
is
in toto.
These grievances and protests
wee gone over in detail by the com
-
mittee which questioned at great
length Miss Morgan. and also the
superintendent, and when 11:
30
o'clock arrived ,an adjournment wa
s
taken until next Tuesday.
The committee decided not to se-
lect the eleventh man unless it d
e-
%e1,4ped the ten upon the ceininittee
could not agree.
Miss Morgan showed to the corn-
Mate!' that the only time she was
tardy to a time after the hour for
school to take up, was one day when
no school was field, but the tiac
h-
et A litera. ; being cosdlictea •nstead.
At this time •he and another teacher
were seated in another room from the
ba'ance attending the literary, and
when they glanced at the clock, it
showed them the literary had start-
ed, and they hurried in, to find they
were a few moments late No report
was ever made of the other teacher's
tardiness but was of Miss Morgan's.
OUSTER SUIT DEMANDS
$5,228,400 PENALTIES
Austin, Tex., Sept. at.—The 
long.
expected euit by the state agains
t the
Waters Pierce Oil company was
 filet/
this evening in the Twenty-sixth
 dis-
trict court by Assistant Attorney
 Gen-
eral Lightfoot. The suit is for o
uster
from the state, cone-citation 
of per-
mit to do 415n5ines. in Texas for vi
ola-
tion of the antitrust laws of tlaao 
and
loot, and for penalties a
ggregating
$5.22ffs40a The penalties cov
er a
peiiod since goo, the year n whic
h
the company was readmittea
 into ear
state.
The elate alleges in its petition
 tlrat
the Waters Pierce Oil icomp
arry has
been affiliated and a part of the
 Stand'--
ard Oil company since its 
organiza-
tion.
The state also prays for an 
injunc-
Pane from doing bu
siness other than
an interstate business wit
hin the
state of Texas:
The petition alleges that the 
reor-
ganisation of the Waters Pi
erce Oil
company in two was fraudulent 
and
that the conduct of the business 
of the
company was in no sense change
d by




Pennsylvania Youth Opens Seas
on of
Accidents With Rib. Broken
.
Pittsburg. Pa, Sept. 21.—V/5
1.11am
Snyder, aged te. member of the 
foot-
ball squad of the Western u
niversity
of Pennsylvania, is probably 
the first
victim of the season of 10
6. While
practicing at Conneaut Labe 
he had
two ribs broken and rece
ived whet
are believed to be fatal 
internal in-
juries. 'He wae was hurrie
d to the
hospital at Butler, Pa.. and 
his par-
ents, who live near this 
city, were
summoned to his bedside. 
Snyder is
a junior and went into tr
aining about
two weeks ago.
WOMAN to6 YEARS O
LD DIES
Mrs. Oldstatter, a Native of 
Norway,
Expires at Cumberland, Wi
s.
Cumberland, Wia, Sept 2
1.—Mrs.
Karen Sofia Oldetatter died
 here yes-
terdayk aged 1°6 years. Sh
e was be-
lieved to be the oldest wom
an in, the
northwest and was born in 
Norway
April i, 18co. She came to 
Cumber-
land twenty-six years ago
. She re-
tained possession of all he
r faculties
uo to the last and was requ
ired to use






George Atkins, aged 3o, le an tor
the East Tennessee Telephone cot
party.
John Cook, aged so, car inspector
for the Southern Railway.
Walter Rogers. aged 38, clerk for
United Cold Storage Warehouse, cut
topiecee and almost unrecognizable.
John Gordon, colored. *aged 313.
Fire other dead bodies have 
been
found, but they are so bacIty disfigured
that they are beyond recognition.
It is feared that the removal of
the (Mine will reveal still other dea
d,
and the total fatalities ma) be v
ery
largely increased.
Knoxville, Tenn.. Sept. at —A spe-
cial from Jellico, Tenn., sars:
This morning at ft o'clock a 
car
loaded with dynamite-exploded in th
e
Louisville & Nashville yards, ab
out
too yards north of the depot. 
As a
restat alinoet the entire business 
sec-
tion of the 'own is totally wre
cked,.
at least fifteen people are thoug
ht to
be dead, and from fifty to seven
ty-five
are more or les* seriously in
jured&
Some of the wounded,firill pro
bably
die.
The bodies of manyof the dea
d are
buried in the debris, and 
at faya
o'clock it was impossible to e
stimate
the extent of -the fatalities or
 to give-
name. of all those losing th
eir lives.
One of the known cited is 
Thomas
Akins., aged thirty-nine, a teleph
one
lineman emploeed by" the East 
Ten-
nessee Telephone company.
Every warehouse along the Louis-
ville & Nashville railro-aca is to
tally
destroyed. Every store in the town
ift either blown to pieces or damage
d
to such an extent that it is a slim
. The
site of the explosion is marked( b
y a
hole in the earth fatly twefity feet i
n
depth and ;bout thirty-nine feat i
n
diameter.
The entire third floor of the Car-
marthen Inn, alarge brick ho:el struc-
ture, was blown off.
It is believed the dead and injured
are principally among the laborer*
employed in warehouses near the de-
Pot
A special train has been sent north
over the L. & N. railroad to Williams-
burg, Ky., for physicians.
An early morning train ,over the.
Soiffhern railroadl from Knoxville *
At) bratging physicians to attend
those wounded.
The calamity is the most trerific
known in this sectipn, save the mire
disaster in May, 1002.
Many a girl has' lost a good' 
friend ,Marriage is a serioue step. and a
by marrying him. 
man can never be certain whether he
Many a good husband hasn't the is stepp
ing up or dovio.—Chitego


























































































"THE SHAME OF TEXAS
1HAPPY DANCE
BY THE GUESTS
PLEASANT TIME HAD AT
HOTEL CRAIG LAST EV-
ENING BY MANY.
st Rev. Calvin Thompson Tendered
"Donation Party" By Many
IS TITLE OF CIRCULAR Members of His Flock.
APPEAL FOR FORMATION OF
GOOD GOVERNMENT CLUBS
ALL OVER STATE.
"Joseph W. Bailey Is a Traitor Sena-
tor," Declares the Circular, Issued
By the Democrats.
— -
'Houston, Tex., Sept 2o.—Following
4 i the action of Wood comity voters, an
address to the people .of Texas was
issued this evening by the Harris
ril 
County ,Good Government club, of
which lit. F. Ring is president, with
is • i,000 members, calling upon the voters
of all counties of Texas to take action
to prevent the re-election of Senator
Joseph W. Bailey to the senate. Half
a million copies are being issued.
"The Shame of Texas" is the title
OP the 'address, which is, in part, as
follows:
"Joseph W. Bailey, by 'his own ad-
missions, is a traiitor senator. He tells
the peop'.e he has been hounded by
scandal-mangers. We are not personal
enemies of Mr. Bailey. By his own
word of mouth we denounce him as a
self-confessed traitor to the people.
Wle 'simply ask that he he judged by
his own utterances. ..
-- - "All over the broad state there are
mutterings of disapproval and dis-
gust at the idea of retaining \Ir.
\ '91ailey to the United States senate.
,An overwhelming majority, who
have read Mr. Bailey's speech of June
I 27, in the United States senate in de-
fense of charges against him agree
with us that he can no longer repre-
sent the people of Texas. A half mil-
lion copies of this appeal, including a
list of all Texas newspapers, if any,
which fail to publish it. will be dis-
tributed in pamplet form.
shall indulge in no tirade of
abuse. During his brilliant career in
congress, Mr. Bailey has become a
wealthy man% as wealth is estimated
in Texas', but that is not the point He
-does not deny that he made $225,000
in negotiating, as a lawyer, deals with
Wall street magnates.
'When he made his 27th of June
0 speeeh Mr. Bailey attempted no denial
or explanation of this, though public-
ly charged by Hearst and Cosmopoli-
tan magazine.
"When John H. Kirby desired
realize on some of his investments
whom did he go? To a broker
New York? Did he himself go to
Harriman or Ryan, or to any other
great railroad operator and endeavor
to interest them in the matter? No.
He went to Joseph W. Bey, litho
posed as a disinterested friend of the
-people.
"Was Mr. Bailey paid $225,000 for
his services as a, lawyer? Where 'floes
M. Bailey stand when the Wall street
crowd. which boirght the railroad and
helped him make $225,o00, come be-
fore congress?
"Speech a Confession."
"Mr. Bailey's speech in the senate
of June 27 is reviewed, and is pro-
flounced a confession of guilt, to thea
shame of the people of Texas. His
trip to Texas in the interest of the
I Waters Pierre Oil company, Which
*se state had *pent vast sums
in proeecining, and finally had con-
victed, is set forth, and Me. Bailey
is charged with having used his in-
fluence and political powers in de-
feating the courts and will of the
people and the Texas laws by replac-
ing it upon its former .pedestal.
"It is charged that Mr. Bailey was
not innocent of the connection be-
tween the Waters Pierce Oil com-
pany and the Standard. Then fol-
lows:
"The Stanatird Oil crowd and their
ossociatea, the System,' already con-
trol the raiIroads of the country. In
the secrecy of committee rooms of
congress our representatives balance
-the interest of the people against the
interest of 'the System' How is the
(balance apt to men when out trusted
servants have been paid attorney's
fees'?"
la is set forth, that at the Dallas
State Convention no negative vote
'was 'ever called for on the motion
to indorse Bailey, hepee the indorse-
anent mnounted to nothing,
In conclusion, the address declaces:
"It la inexpressibly sad that this.
man, so magnificently endowed for
3ea4ership, and onoe idolized by every,
Texan, shoal(' have SlIrrriodered to the
demoralizing influence of lis Wall
street associates. What would be the
lesson taught our childeen- fley Mr.









OLDEST HARVARD MAN DIES
Boston, Mass., Sept. ao.—John 'Tor-
rey Mloree, the oldest graduate of
Harvard university atid sole rota/inn-
of the ela441 of 1832, dried today *this
home in this city.
Mr. Marie was 93 year of age. He
is survived by three sons', E. Rollin
-Morse, a New York banker: Charles
Torrey Mlorse of Beverly, alid John
Torrey Morse, Jr., the biographer and
A most charming timis! was spent
'ast evening by the gueits of Hotel
Craig and many .of their fr.ends at
the popular hoatelry on Fifth and
Jefferson stresio, the cocasion being
a delightful dates tendered by the
otests complimentary to Miss Helot
Stone and Miss Flossie. Craig, who
have just reterned from spending,the
st rnmer in we North and East. Ssv-
eral happy hours were soent indulg-
ing in the delightful diversion upon
the smooth floor of the spacious
dining hall.
Birthday Affair.
A joly time was had last even-
irg by a Isrge crowd of friends who
v.-re entertained by Miss Susie
Thompson at her hoot- on West
I? roadway, complimeasass to the
b rthday of Miss Elizabeth Kirkland.
Donation Fart:.
Rev. Calvat Thomtoon's home at
Eighth an Madison street was storm
ed last evening by an unusually
large crowd of his congregation in the
nature of a "donation party." Every
member attending the gathering car-
ried along a donation of something
good to eat or useful. An unusually
happy time was had for several hours
hy- the delegation, it being the first
meeting by many of the pastor's
family which has just arrived in this
cay to take up their home.
Children's Drill.
This afternoon at 4.30 o'clock a
meeting will be held at the park by
all the children who are to take part
in the children's features of the
horse Show. The ladies in charge
meet with the little ones out there
and desire that all be present. All
taking part in the features will be
kiven a handsome prize, and' a cordial
invitation is extended every little
one to enter.
RADIUM CLINIC OR HOSPITAL
Indications That (Ine Will Be Open-
ed in Austria Before Long.
Vienna. Sept. 21.-soFfrere seems a
chance of a radium Cinic or a special
hospital for the use of radium being
opened before long in Austria. For
months past the Joachimsthal mines
have been sendIng uraneum ore to
the auerolight works amounting in
quantity to twenty thousand pounds,
which has been treated by chemical
experts in charge of Dr. Hietzinger.
The result has been the acquisition
of some two hundred thousand dol-
lars worth of pure radium, which
will be given to various hospitals and
scienti.ficzlaboratiines. The physical
institute of Vienna basis itself on this
experiment and proposes to set up a
Laboratory at Joactiimsthal for the
manufacture of radium saas. From
this has sprung the idea that Radioac-
tive springs which abound in the
mines might be used for drinking
purposes. Samples of this water are
undergoing an analysis in Vienna.
and if the result comes up to expec-
tations a Kuranshalt or bath estab-
lislunent will 'probably immediately
he called into exwence. The ques-
tion is exciting widespread attention
in medical eilrcles and among the
general public.
I'OST PHOTOS OF "DRUNKS."
Novel Plan Adopted by Fond du Lac,
Wis., to Check Inebriates.
Fond Du Lac, Wis.,
Food Du Lac is going
place for "drunks."
Last night the common council
passed a resolution that pictures of
habitual inebrates be posted in the
saloons. Bartenders will thus recog-
nize their too constant patrons and
will be expected to refuse them when
they approac'h the dispensing bur-
eau. If they do serve them the bar-
tenders will probably be prosecuted.
This posting order has caused no
little amusement for it is believed
that each of the saloons of the city
will have a gallery of celebrities
which will be as attractive, as a gal-
axy of stage lieautiea.
Now the question is where the har-
t-riders will put the pictures. It has
been suggested that they have them
behind the bar and thus form a fine
relief to the rows of festive bottles
which are found ln most places )f
this character.
Then, again, the law has cause I
much terror to a mortor of gilded
youths of the town who fear that
'they might break unexpectedly into
the unpleasant society of tramps.
roustabouts and other too wer-
'mown cititens. A number of then,
today considered going to Oshkosh.
Neenah and Menasha. where they
ceuld get their drinks without fear
of exciting publicity.
Sept. 21.—




ING AWNINGS IN FRONT
OF STORES.
The New Law is That None of Them
Can Be Lower Than Eight Feet
Above the Sidewalk.
Many of the merchants in the busi-
ness portion of the city can be seen
busy at present raising the awnings
in front of their establishments so
as to have them conform with the
newly adopted ordinance enacted into
a law. The new law does not effect
everybody with an awning hanging
it' front of-their places, simply be-
cause certain ones have always
been 'higher than prescribed by this,
most' recent law, which stipulates'
that 'no awning can be under eight
feet above the sidewalk. In case any-
one carries an umbrel'a eight feet be-
tween pavement and awning gives!
them just about the right room to
move along without their umbrella
knocking the awning and frames
overhead. In some instances hereto-
fore many awnings have been so low
that a tall person had to stoop to
get beneath them, and this state of
affairs brought about the general law
providing a specific height for every
awning. Some of the merchants with
the prism glass fronts say raising of
their awnings makes the interior of
the stores a little darker, but not
very much, therefore they do not
setliously object to lifting the frames.
THIEF BEFORE HE LEFT
NORWAY 40 YEARS AGO
Jaal 0. Stensland Kept Bible on Desk
and Read it Conspiciously While
Robbing Employers.
Stavanger Sept., 21.—?aul 0. Stens
land was a thief before he left Nor-
way fory years ago. according to
reliable information gathered by
correspondent in Stavanger, whese
the bank wrecker earned his
first wages as a country lad of 15
years. He was, moreover, a sancti-
monious thief. He kept a Bible on
his desk and read it conspicuously.
He was accustomed to boast of the
fact that he did not indulge in smok-
ing, drinking, gambling or other
Vices.
In the meantime hc was systeMatiC-
aiiy robbing his employers, who were
general merchants by selling goods
below the regular price and pocketing
the profit which he divided with
greedy customers. Business appear-
ed to be prospering, anti the en 4-
getie and orderly young clerk mood
over much money each night. His
employers became suspicious, and
ter he had been with them a year
and a half made discoveries which
it'd to discharging him.
Went to India.
Stensland then went to India on a
=.1:fing ship and returned no more to
Stavanger until ten years ago. He
then came back as a prosperous Am-
erican business man. His old em-
ployers were tempted to ask him to
pay them the money he had appro-
p•iated, but refrained in order to
tooid the scandal.
' This !information was gathered
nere from thoroughly authentic sour-
ces. Those who hetet the secret as-
sured the correspondent that they
never would. have revealed it if Stens-
land's banking methods in Chicago
had not been .so strangely 'in accord-
ance with his.habits' and character at
tl.t beginning of his business career.
Stensland is famous locally for the
good care he took of /Os widowod
recither.
Today Uiric Danials' doctor, dur-
ing a short period n which the pat•
;ent was conscious asked him if he
would tell correspond( nt
something aboct the bank. With
an effort, and airriost inarticulately,
t(c former assistant cashier declared
that he had no interest in the dis-
cussion and begged to b.t let alone
The doctor says Daniels ma) linger
for days but that he is absolutely
a doomed man.
Jealousy before marriage means
suspicion afterward.
Some dogs are wiser than some
men; they bury the bones left after
dinner.
+,k.* + • + + • • •
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Mi. Carl M. Fink, the leather man
of Louisville, arrived here yesterday.
He is state president for Kentucky of
the T. PA.
Conductor Charles Blaney of the I.
C., has returned from visiting in
Illinois. t
Mrs. Q. Q. Quigley and grand-
daughter, Miss Faith Langstaff, will
return tonight from visiting in Cold
Sulphur Springs, V.
Mr. Allen Jorgenson, dispatcher for
the Illinois Central railroad, returned
to Fulton last evening, after spending
the day here on business.
PER.
Misses Claire St. John and Carrie
Warren have returned from Evans-
ville and Louisville.
Mrs. Edlward Mouton of Little
Rock, Ark., is visiting her parents,
Mr. and Mrs .R. H. Russell.
Miss Anna 'Hill has returned from
visiting in Wickliffe..
Captain, John Webb has returned
from' a trip to Cincinnati.
Mrs. Steele of Jefferson street has
returned from visiting in Paris, Tenn.
• Mrs. Susan Kell goes to Danville,
•Tenn., today to visit her son, Captain
1 Lon Kell.
Mr. V. J. Blow passed through yes-
terday en route from Nashville to
I Mr. Claude Russell is visiting is
Elkton.
Miss Mattie Cook of New Orleans,
is visiting Mrs. J. 0. Houser of South
Eleventh.
Col. Victor Van de Male will re-
turn. today from a drumming trip to
Illinois. •
Mesdames Thomas Barger and
Richard Byrd of Shawneetown, Ill.,
are visiting Mesdames S. S. Spivey
and Jack Kanady.
Messrs. Z. C. Graham, Charles Hall,
Charles Graham, Gus Veal and J. W.
Morton leave today for Guthrie, 1Cy.,
to attend the annual meeting of the
Dark Tobacco Growers' association..
.1,rs. Claude Baker and daughter of
Greenville. Ky., are visiting Niro Wm.
Wright of North Ninth.
Miss Vioka Fuller, Mrs. Wm. Ad-
cock of Hopkinsville, are visiting Mrs.
T. H. Bridges.
Miss Courtie Puryear has returned
from Chicago where she took a post
graduate course in the College of
Musk. She was accompanied home
by her brother, Mr. Carl Puryear, the
dental student.
NEWS IN BRIEF
—Mr. James Leigh of Eleventh and
Tennessee streets, is quite ill in his
private ward at Riverside hospital,
where he was operated on for hernia
itwo weeks ago.
—The infant •lioy of Mir and Mrs.
G. A. Wood, died at Grahanaville yes-
terday morning and waoburied in the
aftersicsan at the family cemetery.
-Governor Becknam speaks hers
nefeldier yd.
Airs. Frank Melton of Littlerille.
informed the authorities yesterday
that last Thursday her husband
aaandoned her and the children. She
is sick and was given an order for
groceries • sterday by the mayor.
She does not know what became of
ter husband who has been watch' tan
at one of the xoadworking plants.
—Druggist R. 0. Broadway of
Lleventh and Jackson strut, was
awakened by the crash of broken
plass and arising from bed, rushed
osser to his drug establishment half
a block away just in time to see some
man run away. The culprit had
broken the front door glass with in-
tention or robbing the place, but was
•
scared off.
—F. M. Matlock has presented his
claim of $t5o to the circuit court for
capturing James Graham, the lad who
kiled Claude Bass and got a life sen-
tence. The claim will be allowed.
BENTON LAD
In Ja 1 on the Charge of House-
breaking.
Ed, the 17 year old son of R.
Hayden is in jail, having confessed to
the charge of breaking into the din
stere of A. A. Nelson three times
aril taking money each time, from the
ney drawer and cigar machine
drawer. The people ( f the town feel
a great deal of sympathy for the
family, and hope that he may be sent'
to the state reform school, where
there is a ohance. for him to be r -
formed and become a good citizen.
—Benton Tribune-Democrat.
A friend in need is a friend in deed,
rather than in word's'.
Efingrer.
Undertakers and Embalmers,
130 S. THIRD STREET: PADU CAB. KY
....Sterling Silverware..
The variety shown by us afford the widest range for velection
our prices are very low indeed. Be sure to see the advantages we
are offering this season in silverware.
Whiff Jeweler
RIVER NEWS
The towboat Lydia went to the








Mt. Carmel, 1.2, rising.
Nashville, 11.4, rising.
Pittsburg, 5.3, falling.
Davis Island Dam, 2,9, falling.
St. Louis, 9.1, falling.
Mlt. Vernon, 5.0, falling.
Paducah, 7.7, falling.
The Rivers.. .. ......
At 5 o'clock this afternoon the
steamier Kentucky gets out for the
Tennessee river. She comes. back
here again next Thursday night.
This morning at 8 o'clock the steam-
er Dick Fowler skips out for Cairo.
She comes back tonight about It.
The John S. Hopkins comes in to-
day from Evansville and immediately
departs on her return that way. She
gets here again next Toesday.
The Reuben Dunbar went to Ev-
ansville yesterday and returning to-
morrow, lays 'here until to o'clock
Monday morning before departing
again for that city.
The Buttorff will leave Nashville
today and reach here tomorrow. She
lays in the local harbor until Mondar
before skipping out foe Clarlasville.
The steamer Royal has been pulled
out on the dry docks for repairs that
will be made by Supt. Young Taylors'
men.
The lades of the First Christian
Church will be pleased to fill any
orders for paper flowers for the
Horse Show. Call up MTS. Frank L.
Scott or Mrs. Geo. Wallace.
All members of Lodge No. 26.
Knights of Pythias are rerroested to
be present at Castle "'Mall. Sunday
morning, at to o'clock—Call meeting.
A. S. BARKSDALE, K. R. S
Look out for squalls when the sleep-
ing infant wakes irp
ENCLERUBRYANT
SPECIALS
Roya: Self Rising Flour per sk.
Our Famouh White Dove Flour
per sk . . 
Half Patent Flour per sk 50
6 cans American Sardines for 25
3 cans Mustard Sardines for 25
Ifsh Potatoes per pk 20
3 pkgs Nithisco Wafers 25
3 pkgs Graham Crackers 25
3 pkgs Social Tea 25
3 pkgs Saratoga Wafers ... .25
6 cans 5c cream 25
15 bars Tom Boy Soap 
2 pkgs White Line Wash Powd-
er
Coin Special Min Meat per pkg ..5
3 No. 2 lamp burners for 25
/Lamp Burners for 25
2 pkgs Fresh Raisins for 25
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Pic-turea, Dip/onsi i, Certificat,41.
Water and Oil C
Mottos ariel C.L..ndera
rfirled right up to daLe in five rroao
mitts time at the
PADUCAH MUSIC STORE
.p• Illsoadtaus.
That run-down, tired feeling is the
first symptom of MALARIA, take-
Bacon's Malarial
Tonic Capsules
The specific for all malaria, lias
cured others. Will cure you.
Price so Cents Per Box
BACON'S
DRUG STORE.




Office ores Globe Bank and Tree'
Co., 306 Broadway.
Now is the time for you to fill your coal house. Lump 12c, Nut 11c
Best Kentucky and Illinois Coal
Also dealer in LIME and CEMENT. Agent for Whitehallfand
Agatite Cement. KING OF CEMENT."
II. Al Cunningham,
Phenes: Old 960, Few 245. - Th'rteenth and Adams Street
KENTUCKY'S
LOST MINE
Invctotigation Bears Out the Story of
Pioneer Peddler.
-Ile told Swift of a great silver
.dep. sit in the Kentucky mountains
:and led him and two others there.
'They erected a rude furnace, smelted
- the *bite ,and ma zie several -trips- back
to Virginia before the Indians dis-
covered and atiacked them. In thair
flight they buried silver bullion n va-
riot- places. a quarrel arose and
Sw::t slew the bOy Nlunday. Then
the Revolutionary war broke out.
'mink Sc. ft was going bind%
By the tins: he dared renew his at-
ter-at. there \via aothing to guide him
but it journal he had wriaen from
Inca •av. describiea !hie impoitant
lara narks. Still. he enlisted friends
•and set out. and did it unintentionally. But those
Could anything be more dramatsc who come in contact with such an
tha this ciTort of the .blind to Icad :xhibition of rudeness or lack of street
the blind through the wilderness? SO !.a7:xrs do not credit it to thought-
s% with his aiahtless eyes. his bit- .•s• aess, but to that lack of refine-
. cmories aii,!; his lust for wealth. in.- t whiash is an evidence of a well-
wcai aroaiaa in the (kirk striving to
gn de his beaildered companions
thr• ,••.ih the doubly trackless map.
l'to the search was hopeless, and
,t died broken hearted. The re-
vel:. e f lie dead Mimday did rot
stop here. Saift's journal sal exists,
bavira passed. from hand to hand with
the blighting •ffect of a contagion.
'Afte, painful search. later generations
ha N•• 1,mnd and re':••gnized all the
la. ear'as Swift described: the nat-
io ! bridge which he called "the light-
e. "the My•-• • tibicket." -the
co whin. Iniffp:••." 'alie Indian ,teps"
and the "half-wool; cliff of three ledg-
es: Then came the hunt for the act-
tad deposit of silver. One rich man
was beggared in the search and the
county gave him a pauper burial. One
woman lived alone on the cliffs, grub-
bing in the cliffs, till she died in waat
at the age of 75. The search is not
yet given up.
Mr. Howard Flanagan heard of it
and resolved to investigate. The re-
gion has no newspapers, no railroads,
few settlers; it is "silent as a grave-
yard." Mfr. FbartagOn spent metal)
time gather:ng notes, evidence and
protographs. They seem to prove the
truth of Swift's journal beyond, a
doubt.




The Oweitsb• :o Inquirer, speaking
of Chart+ and street manners, says;
"The chureh is not a theater, a
place where you mv give expression
to your lack interest by retiring
in the midst of the service. Good
breeding demnals that you remain
seated in your pew until the service
closes.
Another place ‘vhere some people,
who would be highly indignant if it
were even sliglitia intimated that they
are lacking in good breeding, seem to
leave their manners at home when
they appear, is on the sidewalks of
the streets. They walla in the inialdle
of the sidewalk as if it were tWeir in-
'We are all children when it comes
to the story of a lost mine and a bur-
ied treasure. Most of the stories,
bovveVer, have described fanciful inci-
dents on remote islands or far away
reefs, In the October Appleton's is
something different—ahe true story
lief a real mine lost for 15o years in
Kentucky. It is a story of Indian
fghting, pioneer hardships, of murder,
-retaarse, and retribution even to the
liftia. generation.
In 1761 a Virginia peddler named
Sw: ;,in an exhausted boy•
:fleeing from the Indians. They had
his French parents and raised, (lividual property, to which nobody
him :n captivity. Ile was called Nlitn- else has any rig:- t whatever. Some-
times three or four ladies walk
abreast. They take the whole side-
walk, and show n disposition to give
an inch to persoi hey meet coming-
iii an opposite di" • ata They act 'as
if they thought as the duty of
everybody they meet to get off the
:idewalk and go into the grass plot
the gutter, reg-artiless of -how wet
•lie grass may be or how much filth
Alere. may be in the gutter. If the
-•ttention of ladies who do this were
-ailed to the fact they might under-
take to excuse themselves on the
grounds that they were so earnestly
engaged in conversation that they
were not conscious of their rudeness
bred person."
OIL TRUST FORCED TO TRIAL
Indiana Corporation Must Answer
Rebate Charges in October.
Chicago, Sept. 21.—The Standard
Oil company of Indiana will be forted
into court in the first Monday in Oc-
tober to stand trial on teraindictments
charging that corporation with re-
ceiving rebates. Deputy Marshal Cass
and Assistant United States District
.1ttorney Hanchett visited the Chi-
ago office of the trust yesterday and
served Vice President Conan with
copies of summons in ten cases.
Negotiations have bee' carried on
for some time between Attorneys Ed-
dy and Miller for the oil company
and District Attorney Sims as to when
the company could be brought to trial.
The defending lawyers held- that they
could not be compelled to appear in
court until the December term At-
torney-% Sims and Hanchett after a
careful investigation learned that they
could be forced into court in the Oc-
tober term by means of summoning
an official of the company. In view
of this Judge Bethea issued the sum-
MOIVG which was served upon Vice
President Collen.
FIX RULES FOR RATE TARIFFS The defendants have held that they
could not be made to appear in court
Interstate Commerce Commission An- ,because they have not been able to
flounces Hearing for Oct. 8.
Washington. D. C.. Sept. zi.—The
interstate commerce commission to-
day promulgated an important order
mode September 15 providing for a
hearing at its offices in this city be-
ginning October 8 to construct rules
for the simplification of rate tariffs
and in connection therewith has is-
sued a circular embracing certain \re-
quirements which it is proposed to
insist upon.
Eight propositions are involved in
the contemplated action of the com-
mission and they include the filing of
joint tariffs by the initial line; the
printing of the schedules of each ini-
tial line; the fling with the commis-
sion by participating lines of gen-
.eral authority to the initial line in
their beholf of all tariffs or all joint
'tariffs of a special kind; the separa-
ltion of class and commodity rates; the
'filing of a detailed index showing all
commodity rates in effect so that
get certified copies of the ben indict-
ments containing over 6000 counts
and weighing 53 pounds, from the
clerk of the district court, because of
his inability to terrify copies of the
indictments without a great deal of
additional clerical help.
Throtgah the efforts of Attorney
Sims the district clerk was authorized
to hire more help and the certified
copies of the indictments which were
ordered will he ready next week. It
will coat the defendant over $2000
for these copies alone.
"Attorneys F.Ady and Miller insisted
that they could not be compelled to go
into court until December." said Mr.
Sims. "They expressed uheir will-
ingness to enter their appearance vol-
untarily in that term. I felt, that I
could bring them into court in Oc-
tobar and with Mr. lianehett looked
the matter up I feel sure that we are
right and know at least that they
will have, to appear in court the first
Monday in October. when it will be
•ea-ch commodity can be easily located; decided whether we are right orlimiting any tariff to five supplements wrong. 'In any event, we are taking aamid arry classification to ten supple-
ments. the entire classification or tar-
iff to be reprinted' where there is any
excess; the observance of a uniform
order in the compilation of tariffs;
the proper specification in the tariff
of the initial line of all terminal
charges; the absorption of switching
• or terminal' charges where it affects
the total cost to the shipper shall be
stated upon the tat:ff.
NEW TOBACCO PEST'S
IDENTITY DISCOVERED.
•State Zoologist Takes First Big Step
Toward Cpmbating the Cut
Worm.
Harrisburg. fa., Sept. 20.—Stxte
-.Zoologist Surface discovered rester-
-day the identity of the new pest
which is damaging the tobacco crop
An Lancaster county. Study of it will
be made with a view to ascertaining
the parasite which will kill it, and
also methods of exterminating the in-
sect before it becomes too destruct-
ive.
The specimen was sent in the larva
stage by John Weaver, of Kinsors,
and it was placed, in a breeding cage.
lit was fed and Watched unit] it trans-
formed into a moth. Then it TA
identified as one of the 200 species'( of
the cut-worm moth.
It cilts:,..into the .seetttpril and eat,*
the -s e(k only, thereby (aulangerina
the seed supply of the tobacco.
chatxx to get them into court two
months ahead of the time they fig-
tired upon It can do no harm if we
are mistaken, but a great deal of good
if we are right."
START WORK AT EXPOSITION
Buildings at iamestown Fair Will
Soon Be Commenced.
Norfolk, Va.. Sept. al.—The elab-
orate exercises incident to the break-
ing of ground for the Maryland and
Wissouri state buildings, the build-
ing* to represent the National Trav-
elers' Protective association of Amer-
ica and the laying of the corner stone
of the Virginia 'state building on the
Jamestown exhibition grounds began
sbortly lbegore Ireton with se*ral
ithowiand people in attendance.
The program included addresses. by
President Harry St. George Tucker
of the evosition company, Gov. War-
field of Wryland, Gov. Swanson of
Virginia, Assistant Secretary of the
Treasury 'Edwards and others.
Ground breaking for the Missouri
state building was, by Mika Sherwood
and for the Mjaryland 'building by
Gov. Warefild.
The corner stone laying at the
Virginia building was by Mrs. Swan-
son, wife of the governor.
The ground breaking for the Trav-
elers' Protective association building
was by-. C 'Herbert, state presi-
dent'. Theodore H. Howe of Chicago,
national president, raised the flag.
DIVEKEEPERS
EVADE LAW
One O'Clock Closing Ordinance
Overcome by "Imitation" Beer.
Chicago, Sept. 21.--Chicago's
o'clock saloon closing ordinance, the
result of years of effort ou the part
of church workers and purists, re-
ceived what may be a death blow
yesterday. Divekeepers and others in
the "red light" district are jubilantly
proclaiming that they "have the law
beat to death," and are boasting that
from now on they can violate the clos-
ing law with impunity and snap their
lingers at the police and reformers.
Ike Bloom, proprietor of Freibergs'
dance lhall in the twenty-second po-
lice district ,who has been looked '
upon for years as a leader in 'the ter-
ritory where vice and crime reigns.
is credited with having planned the
coup which has practically nullified
the dosing ordinance. It is now •
adknitted fact that saloons which
an annex attached to the bar can ,
open all night without fear of
or inference. Chief Collins a
tantly admitted last night that ii -c
saloons could keep open.
The coup which was plantia' by
Bloom was consummated 'I sday
night and, two of Chief Collia, men
walked unsuspectingly in', a net
which had been spread. for tla. :11 and
made the success of the scl .are pos-
sible. Bloom planned to caught
selling "imitation" beer aui the po-
lice arrested him Tuesda• night after
seizing three bottles coataining an
amber-colored, fluid which the police
believed was beer. Blo4 at was hauled
into the Harrison street police court
yesterday morning and his case was
continued until the city chemist could
caxmint• the contentt of the bottles.
Great was the surprise of the police
last night to be informed by City
Chemist Beihn that the "beer" aeieaa)
in Blooms' resort contained only nine-
tents of i per cent of alcohol. There-
fore ,in the opinion of the city chem-
ist, it is nonintoxicating and can be
sold at all hours of the night.
The plans of the divekeepers were
rapidly matured when they beard the
opinion of the city chemist. They
Printed hasty "restaurant" signs- to
nail over the doors of the annexes to
their barrooms and planned to serve
"dummy sandwiches" with bottles
containing this nonintoaccating beer.
To patrons who are well known beer
that is the real etxract of the hop
will be served. If a patron ie under
suspicion or if the police attempt to
buy drinks, the noointoxicating bever-
age which looks Woe beer *ill be giv-
en them. In this way the divekeep-
ers figure that they can run their
places in the face of the law and reap
a handsome profit.
When Chief Collins was told of the
plans he said that it would be next
to impossible to close the places
which would he conducted in this
manner. • He plans to see kan opin-
ion from Corporation Counsel Lewis,
but 'has little hope of being able to
construe the law co that he can
thwart the plans of resort keepers.
Mavir Dunn said that 'he had heard
nothing about the reign of vice in 'the
Twenty-second street district or of
the plans made by the divekeepers to
evade the law. "I intend to have the
closing law enforced in Chicago," said
the neayor. "T have received no com-
plaints regarding the Twenty-second
police district and so far as'i know
the saloonkeepers in the district are
obeying the law."
TO WAR ON IMPURE FOOD
New York City Will Start Crusade on
Adulterated Articles.
New York, Sept. 20.—Following
recent revisions and additions to the
sanitary code. Commiseioner Darl-
ington of the department of health
will tomorrow commence a crtisade
throughout the city against the sale
of adulterated misbranded, poison-
ous or deleterious foods, drugs. medi-
cines and liquors. This action was
determined upon today at-a meeting
of the board of health.
FINDS HIS KIDNAPED CHILD
Milwaukee Man Causes Arrest of His
Wife in Chicago.
Wilwapkee, Wis., Sept. 21.—Gladys
Flonence Wilson, the asiyearo-ld
daughter of William Wiilsota who was
kindaped several months ago by her
napther and C. F. Westphal, a west
side cutlery dealer, it is alleged, has
been located. She will be brought
to Milwaukee for the next session of
the juvenile court Tuesday.
Wilson located his wife at the
Goodrich docks at Chicago on Sep-
tember 1. The %tremblers di sa ppe a resit
but returned several days ago, when
the Chicago police notified him of 'her
apprehension. With Zachariah Clay-
ton, superintendena of the Wisconsin
Humane 'society, Wilson went to the
city, where he audeeeded in halving
mother and child arraigned in the ju-
venile court last Tuesday. The case
was ordered transferred to Judge Nee
lest
it was July 26 that Gladys Wilson
was taben from her father's 'home.
Her mother, Who had left the Ivan,
came from Chicago and secured the
girl with Westphal's aid, it is alleged,
taking her to his summer home at
Fox Point. There the comple were
located and, after a chase of two days,
Westphal was arrested, charged with
kidnaping. His case is now pending
in the maricinal court. Mrs. Wiilsor.
fled to Chicago wilt her daughter.
WOMAN STALKED BY LIONS.
terrifying Adventure with L'.x of
the sAg. Brutea in Last
Africa.
Mrs. L. Hinds, whose husband is sub-
commissioner of the Brivan Last Africa
protectorate, has had the remarkable
eaperieuce *of being stalked by nous,
and the still more remarkable fortune
of living to tell the tale. it was on the
Uganda railway, in a spot hiaturie for the
ravages of ruan-eatiuk. lions, that Mrs.
Hinde met with the thrilling adventure
which she eeiatea, says Blackwood's_is.aTarine.
Camping out, the party in which Mrs.
Hinds was could hear with horrid regu-
h.riLy the screams of the wretched vio-
times as they were carried off for the
maneaters' ;Lightly repasts.
camp was 'le nines from the near-
est connecUag link with the outside
world, and eommunication had 'to be
kept up dallx by native mail runners. it
was the hablt of the Ilona to keep pace
in the loam grass with the runners on
the track. and, having selected the most
appetizing member of the party, to
pounce upon htm and carry him off into
the bush.
On one occasion, when out mapmak-
lug, Mr. and Mrs. HInde came upon a
party of a do-sea Dons, possibly the mail-
eating troop. Mr. Hinde tired twice,
dropping two of the besets. He then
suggested that Mrs. Made should ride
back to camp, while be approached the
two Boss, who might be dangerous, even
though mortally hit.
After riding for half an hour Mrs.
Hinds looked beck and saw six of the
lions folio-wing her. The two native gun
bearers ran away, leaving her unarmed,
alone with hey gals, an hour from camp.
flhe set off at a fast gallop, the sale
running by her side. In their path arose
an angry rhinoceros, which fled from
them on to the Bons.
Mrs. Blade reached camp in safety,
while Mr. Hinde was held up by the
rhinoceros, on which he did not venture
to tire for fear of turning It on Mrs
Hinds.
THE ELEVATOR BATTERY.
And the Starter Who Shoots the Big
Projectiles Up in the
Skyscraper.
"No." said the elevator starter in the
tall new downtown office building. "we—
Tent —don't keep the cars waiting—
One! —stay more tilFthey nil up—Seven!
—we keep them goitg—Four!--all the
time. There's never a minute here—
Eightd—when you can't get • car—
Threel—whichever way you want to go
—Fivel—up or down. You see—"
Ho was a trim young man, says the
New York Sun, in a trim uniform, and
be stood on the opposite side of the open
apace in front of the row of elevators.
Here he was out of the way of the people
but could see every elevator and every
elevator runner could see him. Surely
there was something doing here all the
time; but still in the midst of it all the
starter found time to say a word or two
In answer to an interested visitor.
-You am" he sald—"Sig!—we haves
good many brokers in the—Tent —
building. and naturally they don't—
One! -- want to lose any Ume getting—
filevenl—to and from the street. and its
jest the same practically—Nine: —with
everybody, nobody nitss to wait, and so
we try to aecomo—Six!—date them. It
LIAM a little more power, but not—
Three!—mueb. and it is convenient for
the people. There is never a minute
here when you can't—Five:I—get a car
coming or going on any floor—SixI—We
keep the cars moving."
And so ha certainly did. What Grid-
ley and Bragg did In the way of firing,
in response to those historic ordere--
"You may fire when you are ready.
Gridley." and "A little more grape, Capt.
Bragg"—waa nothing to what the start-
er was doing here, standing back of his
battery of elevators Rad firing, at the
rate of three shots a minute. enormous
projectiles through guns of a caliber
never heard of on land or sea, and keep-
ing this firing up. not through a single
action, hut day after day tied week in and
week out.
Low Finance,
George Ade was lists ning gravely to
a compliment. At the end he said:
"Thank you. You remind me of
something. A little while after the
appearance of my !list Look I went Lo
spend a week in a summer resort out.
side of Chicago. 'I he landlord of the
inod,sret hotel veld to Lae:
" 'Mr. Ad., you are literary Irma
I believe?'
"I blushed and smiled, and answered
hat I had written a few trifles. soth-
rig more.
"1 have several literary men stop-
ping here,' the landlord sent on.
—Well, I'm rather glad of that.
said I.
-''Yea.' said thr landlord. 'I Into
LIIP:Air., 0.UL 's :r • c ',Wet o
dke IL., in "1•(,
It.' "—Wasbington Post
Sop to Cerberus.
Citiman—What have you on that pia.
card?
Subbubs—It's a motto. "Down with
Norway."
"What do you care about Norwayr
"Oh. I've just hired a Swede eons  ”—
Pittsburg Post.
Discovered.
Patron—Why do they call this place
a chop house?
Waiter—Why. Mr, I .oinnose—
"Oh. don't trouble about it.--I've
round out Bring me a hatchet for
this steak, will your —Cleveland Plain
Disconsolate.
About the most disconsolate looking
, woman we know anything about is the
seonsen who bald, whl'e




....of the HigLey.1.- Excellence....
IC:Appeals to the:Artistic and Cultured Class and
is t "Leader" for the dealer. .
D. H. BALDWIN et. Co.
W. T! MILLER, Agent.
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a savings account? Mighty smart
thing to do. $1 starts it. We pay







The Modern Window Decoration
WHILE EQUAL IN DESIGN AND BEAUTY TO
THE FINEST ART GLASS MADE,
IT CAN BE APPLIED TO ANY WINDOW OR
TRANSOM. IT EXCLUDES OUTSIDE VIEW AND
ADMITS THE LIGHT IN THE MOST PLEASING
AND AGREEABLE HUES
IT Is APPROPRIATE IN DINING ROOMS, BATH
ROOMS AND FRONT DOORS. IT IS ONE OF THE
MOST BEAUTIFUL DECORATIONS OF THE DAY
FOR ALL KINDS OF DECORATIONS.




WE EXTEND TO OUR
FRIENDS THE SEASON'S
GRIrETING, AND WITH IT AN
EARNEST INVITATION TO
CALL TO SE E OUR HANDSOME
LINE OF FALL AND WINTER
FOREIGN AND DOMESTIC






















J. C. Flournoy Cecil Re
FLOURNOY & REED
LAWYERS.








DR. R. E. HEARN'
BROOKHILL BUILDING.
TELEPHONE NO. 444.
DR. BOBT. J. RIVERS
taco NORTH FIFTH STREET
Both Phones 355
Office hours 8to 10 a. m., I to
p. m. and 7 to 9 p. m.
•







Practice in all the courts of 
th4.
state. Both phones 31.
Rooms 1, a and 3 Register 
Build
ing, 523 1-2 Broadway.
11.1. Rivers,M. D.






Will practice ia all courts
 of Ke
tacky.
C. MAIII11116 SEARS, IL 0,
Office 1707 Meyers St,
Tolepkeee 377,

















O E. H. PURYEAR
Atturney-ai/Law
a Rooms 5 








OLIVER. OLIVER & ?A
'GREGOR
LAWYERS
OFFICES: Benton, Ky., rear 
banl
Marshall County; Paducah, Ky
Room 114 Fraternity Buildi
ng.
New 'Phone 114. ' Old 'Phone 484
ana.-1




ILLINOIS CENTRAL RAILROAD TIME TABLE
CORRECTED MAY 30, 5906.
- - - 
 
•41
SOUTH BOUND No. tot No. 103 No
. 121
Leave Cincinnati ... -' • 8:20 a.m 
6:00 p.m.  ••••••
Leave Lonisvilki  12:0i p.m. 9:40 
p.m. 7:300 a.M.
Leave Owensboro  6:3o 
p.m. 9:00 a.m.
Leave Horse Branch  2:28 p.m. r2:
08 a.m. tios a.m.
Leave Central City  3:30 P.m. - :
03 a.m. 1. so p.m.
Leave Nortonville  4:08 Pm- 1:40 
a.m. 1.28 pan.
Leave Evansville  12:50 p.m. 4:40 
p.m. R•ln a.m.
Lesve Nashville  7:00 
p.m. 8:ua -1. m.
Leave Hopkinsville  9:45 p
.m. 11:20 a.m.
Leave Pr'nceton  4:55 Pm'. 2:27 a.m.
 2:35 p.m.
Arrive Paducah ...... 6:to pm. 3:40 a.m.
 415 Pali.
Leave Padusah  6:15 p.m. 3:45 a.m. 
4:30 p.sa.
Arrive, Fulton  7:20 p.m. 4:50 a
.m. 6:0o p.m.
Arrive Gbbs, Tenn.  8:06 p.m 5:51 a.m.
  ..
Arrive Rives  8:13 p.m 6N31 a.m.
 ...
Arrive Jackson  7:15 a.m.  . .4
Arrive Memphis 'Fro pan 8:20 a.m 
..
Arrive New Orleans  10:35 a.m 8:15 p
.m  •
NORTH BOUND No. 102 No. to; No. 122
Leave New Orleans  :to p.m. 9:15 a.m.
  •
Leave Memphis  0:45 asat 8:5o p
.m. •
Leave Jackson, Tens  8:07 a.m. 50:10 p.m.  
.
Leave Rives  11:58 p.m. ..
Leave Fulton   10:15 a.m. 12:35 a.m. 6:00 a
.m.
Arrive Paducah  ix :20 a.m. 1:43 a.m. 7:40 a.m.
Leave Paducah  55:25 a.m. 148 a.m. 7:
50 a.m.
Arrive Princeton  12:39 p.m. 3:03 a.m. 9:29 a.m.
Airve Hopkinsfile  6:15 p.m. 5:20 a.m
Arrive Nashville  9:25 p.m 8:to a.m
Arrive Evansville  3:43 P.m 9:45 a.tri•   •
Arrive Nortonville  i:28 p.m, 3:51 a
sn 1e:35 a.m.
Arrive Central City  2:05 p.m. 4:30 a.m. it 
:3o,, a.m.
Arrive Horse Branch  3:06 p.m. 5:18 a.m. 12:5
5 p.m..
Arrive Owensboro  N:45 p.m. . 8:oo a.m. *4:55 p
ill.
Arrive Louisville  5:35 p.m. 7:50 a.m. 4:55 P•m-
Arrive Cincinnati  9:15 p.m. 12:00 noos.
ST. LOUIS DIVISION
NORTH BOUND No. 306 No. 374
Leave Paducah  12:40 p.m. 4:20 p.m.
Arrive Carbondale  4:25 P.m. 8:40 p.m.
Arrive Chicago  6:30 a.m. 6:30 a
.m.




















NORT BOUND 101-801 535-835
Leave Nashville  a.m.  
Leave Hopkinsville  11:30 a.m. 6:40 a.m.
Leave Princeton  2:35 p.m, 7:45 a.m.
Arrive Paducah 
Leave Paducah  
461:15 925:30
Arrive Cairo 





Arr've St. Louis 
 •
•
SOU7H BOUND 122-82a 175-836
Leave Chicago  6:30 p.m. 9:
40 L.
Leave StLenis   11:4* Pm. 1:50 pin.
Leave Cairo  6:oo a.m. 5:55 P.m.
Arrive Paducah  7:45 a.m. 7:40 9.m.
Leave Paducah  7:50 a.m. 3:to p.m.
Arrive Princeton  9:*9 am. 4:45 P.m.
Arrive Hopkinsville  6:to p.m.
Arrive Nashville  9:25 p.m
Trains marked (C) run daily except Sunday. All other trains rtia
daily. Trains 103 and 104 carry through sleepers between 
Cincinnati.
Memphis and New Orleans; trains TOT and 102 sleepers between 
Louse-
ville, Memphis and New Orleans. Trains Sot and 822 sleepers 
between
Paducah and St. Louis. Train Sot convects at East Cairo with, C
hicago
bleeper. For further information, address,
J. T. DONOVAN, agent, City Ticket Office, Paducah, K
y.
R. M. PRATHER, Ticket Agent, Union Depot, Pa
ducah, Ky.
r• W. HARLOW, D. P. A., Lo tisville, Ky.
JOHN A. SCOTT, A. G. P A., Memphis, Tema.
S. G. HATCH, G. P. A., Chicago, 111.
W. H. BRILL D. P. ot.. St Loess. Nie
EDGAR W. WHITTEMORE.
REAL ESTATE AGENCY
MDIUCAH REAL. EST .4 WESTERN K
ENTUCKY FARM ISAR.
111ONTHLY PAYMENT LOTS FOR INVESTMENT.
 WPIWIERN
EITITUCKY REAL ESTATE JOURNAL AND PRICE LIS
T
FREE TO EVERYBODY. SEND FOR .1".
IJ:Du5 ct W. WilkilTIP:ri.b.e 4. •••.dvi.•••S
14
Masi-s-tnsW•2".4
j E. COL SON,
...PLO BING.
Steam and HO Water 'team
Phone 133, 20 N. Itird
itire•eert..1-44*.fair:e4r:t...'4"..Irrwt9e-41L44t1
Office with Dr. Rivers & Rivers, tit
North Fifth. Both Phones 355.




to 300 horse power. Best, cheap
est and most economical. •










Are a revelation of richness
and delicious to the housewife
who has already used"ordinary
spices. Our spices are pure.
and fresh, having the strength,
aroma and fine flavors which
nature alone can give. Use






EYE, EAR, NOSZ AND
THROAT.








Inquiry Into Army Graft Leads to
Formal Charges.
Mtanila, Sept. 25.-Capt. Ira L.
Frediendall of the quartermaster'sede-
partment was charged in the cotirt
of first instance in this city this after-
noon of misappropriation of public
funds. The filing of these charges is
the culmination of extensive investi-
gations by the insular authorities in-
to an elleged series of frauds perpe-
trated by members of the quartermas-
ters' department in the Philippines.
The inquiry resulted in the discov-
ery of padded pay rolls in quarter-
master's shops and' grafting in the
lease of lighters. Both officers and
civilians are implicated and court mar-
tials will follow the court proceed-
ings.
alai: Gen. Wood continued the irr-
quiry originally begun by Maj. Gen.
Corbin. The result of the investiga-
tion has been a great saving in 'trans-
portation funds and a decrease in
graft, such as the manufacture of fur-
niture, etc., in the shops for the pri-
vate use of officers and civilians. High
Officials in the army and government
are said to have been the benefici-
aries.
A dinner that was at Once a fare-
well to Gov. Gen. Ide and a welcome
to his successor, Gen. Smith, was giv-
en tonight by a number of' citizens
of the Philppnes. Speeches eulogis-
tic of the lde administration were
mark by several Filipinos and repre-
sentatives of American, British and
Filipino interests greeted Gen. Smith.
Many Involved in Scandal.
Washington. D. C., Sept. 21.-The
investigation into the operations of
the quartermaster's department in the
Philippines, initiated by Gen. Cor-
bin and continued by Gen. Wood,
has, been in progress more than a
year. Partial reports have reached the
war department from time to time,
but the inquiry is not finished.
St. Louis and Tennessee River Pack-
 Many officers of the army and some
et company-the cheapest and s
of the employes of the eivil govern-be
ment figure in this investigation and
excursion ort of Paducah. all of them have been separately call-
ed upon to explain the conditions un-
der which they ordered furniture and
other goods from the quartermaster's
department, whether it was for per-
sonal use or to be placed in govern-
•
ent offices and. finally whether tfie
furniture was allowed to remain in
those offices when the officers' details
expired or whether it was removed
by them as personal property,.
In the latter case the officers and
employes are toeing requested to pay
for the goods. It appears. that owing
to a rasher loose system of keeping
accounts officers 'have undoubtedly
been charged for property really in-
tended entirely for government use
and in smelt cases they will not be 
lanobliged to pay. Where owing viola-
• tions of the law have occurred the
•  
war department has issued orders that
the offending official shall be tried by
court martial.
$8.00 Tennessee river& retur
It is a trip of pleasure, 
cOauffig
aad rest; good service, rood 
tsbl
Algid roams, etc. Boats l
eave ea41
Wednesday and Saturday at 5 p.







Round trip to EVANSVILLE AN
D
RETURN. continous passage lis
sio,
Unlimited ticket $5.00 meals and
berth included.
ROUND TRIP TO CAIRO, parer
cf five or over $1.50 each, w
ithout
rreals; $a.00 with meals.
Good music on all the boats. Fo?
or' her particulars see
S. A. FOWLER, Gen. Pass. Agent









WITH CRUSHED - STRAW-





BLUE GRASS FAIR, LEXING.‘
TON, KY.
()n account of the Blue Grass fair,
I.exington, Ky., the Southern rail-
way will sell excursion tickets from all
of its stations in Kentucky on Sept.
17 to 22. inclusive, at rate of one first-
class fare, plus $25c (minimum 50c)
for the round 'try, with return limit
Sept. as.
Unusually fine exhibits and inter-
esting races have been arranged for
Everyone should attend the Blue
Grass fair.
For, complete information call on
your local' ticket agent.
• (Continued on Page Eight.)
MIGHT OF TERROR ON SEA
Steamer Puts Into Havana After
Weathering Storm off Hatteras.
Havana. Sept. so-The Ward line
steamer Morro Caste, which was due
to arrive here this morning, entered
the port this evening after a ter-
ribljs experience tin a tornado off
Cape Hatteras. in which she had a
narrow escape from founderng. The
hurricane broke at midnight Sunday
with such violence that seas contin-
ually swept the ship and smashed
nearly all the windows of the upper
deck cabins and staterooms.
The hatch covers on the main deck
forward were torn off and water pour
cd through the openings in such vol-
time as to rise within two feet of the
fires, notwithstanding that all the
pumps were kept working. The in-
termediate passengers, on account of
the danger of drowning in the cabin,
were gotten into ether parts of the
ship, being obliged to wade through
the water.
The passengers were greatly terri-
fied,.but the ship's crew showed ex-
celent discipline. The ship was head-
ed to windward, but was driven fifty
miles out of her course. One of the
quartermasters was swept from the
upper deck and drowned.
Part of Jap Relief Fund Embezzled.
Victoria. B. C., Sept. 20.--Claim is
made by a Yokohama paper, accord,
ing to advice's received from the Ori-
ent, that a portion of the funds sent
(or the Japanese famine fund was
embazzlect. The Eastern World, a
German owned paper of Yokohanut,
says it hiss excellent authority for the
fact that three prefects of North Ja-
pan are in prison foeembezzling the
funds and that a portion of the fund
is to he spent in the establishment of
a public garden in Norioka.-Japan. •
•t• + 4- • • • • • • • • •
• 
4.
• Kentucky Fair Dates. +
f
Kentucky state Fair, 'Lois v 11 .-
Septerribe; 17-22.
Sebree. September tfl-s riays.
Hartford, September 19-4 days.
Henderson, September 26-4 days.
Falmouth, Septtember 26-4 days.
Pembroke, September 27-3 days.
• (,:werrsboro, uctober 2-5 days.
Mayfield. October 3--days.
PHONOGRAPHIC TRICKS.
Interesting Tricks That Are Per..
formed with a Talking
Machine.
Some Interesting and amusing
"etunts" that may be performed with
a talkiag msalisItae, graphopkane or
phonograph are described. In addi-
tion to the machine Itself, says the
Scientific American. The author notes,
a recorder and a few blank record&
will be needed. The first trick, which
he acmes the "Speech by Tom
Thumb," is thus performed:
-The machine must be speeded up
as high as possible, and an announce-
ment recorded on a blank in a deep,
load voice. The machine should be
quickly slowed dowa to eighty revolu-
tions per minute, sad the speech or
moiaolbgue recorded at that speed.
care being takes to articulsas dis-
tinctly. When the blank is full and
reproducer may be substituted for the
recorder, and the machine be brought
up sada to high. speed at which the
announoement was made. When the
record is reprodueed at this speed the
the result will be the loud voiee of
the announcement, followed by a rap-
id, pinched-up little voice making the
speeek.
TN) second trick described is the
reproduction of a whistling duet, in
which both parts are performed by
the same person. This is effected as
follows:
"Put on a blank, and after the speed
is at about 160 revolutions whistle
some popular piece of which you
know the second part. When the
record is full set the recorder back
to the beginning again without stop-
ping the machine. When the record-
ing points gets to the oommeucement
of the piece the first part will sound
faintly in the recorder, thus giving
the cue and the pitch for the second,
which should be recorded not quite so
loudly as the first.
"Several modifications of this ex-
periment will suggest themselves. The
first may not be perfectly successful,
but that need not be considered a
drawback, as a spoiled record can be
easily cleaned with a rag and a little
kerosene. The rubbing should be
lengthwise of the cylinder till the lines
are all removed, after which a soft
cloth is wrapped around the record
to give a polish. Hard or gold-mold-
ed records may also be cleaned in thir
way, which fart suggests another
amusing trick.
"This will call for two records,
preferably talking selections, which
are exact duplicates. One of these le
'doctored' by cleaning off the latter
half, the rest being protected by a
piece of writing paper wrapped around
and secured by an elastic band. On
this blank space various remarks
should be recorded, which should be
very different from those originally
there. The good record is to be
played through first. While saying
that you will repeat It the second
one is quickly substituted in the san.
chine, and, of course, starts of exact-
ly like the first one. When the 'do*.
tored' portion is reached, however.
a change will be noticed, but cannot
be accounted for by the hearers.
"By taking two records of entire*
different character, cutting each in
two, and putting on a half of one and
a half of the other, we can often jump
from the sublime to the ridiculous by
quickly flipping the reproducer across
the gap from one to the other. With
care the thinner half one of these
records may be slipped halfway on,
In a reversed position, and when made
to run true will produce everything
backward. A curious thing about
such records is that the voice one
hears in the proper direction is in-
stantly recognized when reversed, but
Is, of course, unintelligible."
Truth About Moonahiners.
Novelists who have written about
moonsbiners have cast about them •
glamor that is not real. We are 1:-d
to inkr from works of fiction, says the
St. Louis (..otas-Democrat, that the
moonshiner makes whisky and refuses
to pay tax on it purely on principle.
He does It to show that he has a free
and untrammeled soul, according to
the writers. And he is always possess-
ed of a pretty daughter. As a matter
of fact, the moonshiner makes whisky
and avoids the tax for revenue way
and his daughter is a "fright." The
whisky, too, is atrocious. The oleo-
margerine-maker is a nicer pfrson than
the moonshiner; h• is not No averse to
water that he never takra a bath and
he does not regard murder as a pas-
time. So We would Commend his to
our writers of .omance as a worthier
sub!ect than his mounta.lneer proto-
type. He Is more accessible and safer
and in time can be made a picturesque
figure-
Smokelesa Pipes.
It would scarcely appear that a fac-
tory could build lin a rrnfitn*Ile.. trepto
in pipes which could not be smoked
under any circumstances through the
fact that the stems were made solid
Instead of hollow, but there is a fao
tory in England which makes thou-
sands of gross yearly. They are sold
te the shooting aralleries, where a pipe
has always been found one of the
cheapest and at the same time most
mditsfact.ory targets. One shrewd pot.
her found that he could make the
goods cheaply by not piercing the
stems, and practically occupies that
field all by himself.
The Ways of Men.
Few doctors are willing to take
their own medicine; when a lawyer
gets into trouble he hastens to hire
an attorney, and it Is hard for peo-
ple to admire an artist who paints
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(Continued From Page One.)
hams, eight years each for robbing
Clarence Ferguson o: $10.75. they
holding him up at the point of a
-evolver during broad daylight at
:oot of Jefferson street several
months ago; Lena Jackson, one year
for attempting t.) burn the home of
Mary Martin negress, against whom
tile former had a grudge.
The others convicted during the
term, and upon whom sentence had
passed prior to yesterday, are




IT. 2REST UPON UNITED
STATES BONDS TAXABLE
S:171 Friincisco. Cal., Sept. 21.—In-
Arrest upon United States government
bonds is taxable. whether those bonds
are owned by an individual or a cor-
poration. and ‘vIktlicr Cie interest is
-*cid in the form of a draft, che.': or
money. This decision has just been
ci• - rt Hibernia supreme
co••rt in the e.. L o: Ilibernia'Savings
& Loan society agaiiist the city and
county of San Francisco for the re-
covery of taxes paid on the protest of
interest of $i 3,000.000 worth of bonds.
SOUTHERN RAILWAY
AND




Also to Asheville, Hendersonville,
Brevard, Lake Toxaway, Hot Springs
and many other resorts in the "Land
of the Sky" and beautiful "Sapphire"
country of Western North Carolina,
offering a high altitude, bracing
chmate, picturesque mountain scenery
and splendid hotels.
Send two cent stamp for "Land of
tlie Sky" booklet add other hand-
somely illustrated literature.
J. F. LOGAN, Tray. Pass. Agent,
Lexington, Ky.
C. H. HUNGERFORD, Dist. Pass
Agent, Louisville, Ky.
S. B. ALLEN, Asst. Gent Pas,













prescriptions have been en-
trusted to the care of
our Prescription Depart-
ment. We are very much
gratified by this enormous
patronage .of the most im-
.portant branch of our busi-
netss, and we wish to assure
the people of Paducah that
we are redoubling our ef-
forts to give them the best
possible service




assaulting Claude Bass upon
commons near Terrell street in
Northern portion of the city one
month since. Graham confessed to
killing the other and taking Bass'
money.
George Furnatt. one year for steal-
ing $2.4 from William Koch.
John L. Johnson. two years for
3tealing $5 from A. H. Carro- 1.
Henry Ruff. one year for stealing a
-)sir of pants anl selling them to G
NV Shaw for seventy five cents by
SELECT NEW








Hospital Directors will narn- New
Doctors to Attend Inste.ution
Patients.
Sometime next weelo a o.leeting will
be heid by the board of directors for
Riverside hospital for purpose of se-
lecting the "visiting s'atf' of physi-
cians who are to %attend the institu-
tion patients during months of
October and November. The present
staff was chosen the first of August
and has ben on duty ever since then,
but as their two months service ex-
pires October ist, the directors will
have to name other physicians to
take their places.
For August and September the fol-
lowing doctors attended patients
affictesi with diseases as follows; Drs.
Sights and Hearne. the surgical cases:
Drs. Blythe and Troutman, the medi-
cal cases; Dr. David T. Stuart. the




SEPTEMBER 25 AND 26
AT 329 BROADWAY
MISS ZULA COBBS.
claiming the garment was his person-
al property.
George Frazier five years for steal-
Jig chickens from the hen house of
Mrs. Emma.Thompson of West Jet-
let Son street.
John Polk, one year for stealing a
set of harness from M. M. Tucker of
Harrison street and selling it to W.
Ii. Coleman for $3 by pretending the
harness belonged to him. Another
term of one year was given Polk on
the ground that he stole a bicyc'e and
sold it to P. C. Gibson for $4 by
claiming the wheel wos his individual
property.
Dennis Rowlett and Bartley Tur-
ley got two years each for snatching
the pocketbook of Mrs. Emma Haz-
e: bauer near Ninth and Monroe
,treets. the purse containing $3.
Bigger Hale got to yeats for
stealing a bicycle and selling it to
Connie Lee for several dorars.
Horace Jenkins got twenty one
years for murdering Tom J. Jack-
son in .Mechanicsburg during a fight.
Sheriff Ogilv:e will leave about
ncxt Tuesday for the branch peniten-
tiary at Eddyville with the male -con-
victs.
Civil Orders.
The motion for additional _surety
upon the bond was overruled yester-
tay by Judge Reel in the suit of
Nelie B. Wynn against the Paducah
City Railway Company. The judge
issued a number of civil suit orderS
while not busily engaged with the
criminal matters.
W. Armour Gardner was ZVen
judgment for $355.15 against Jessie
M Ware, and adjudged a lien upon
pioperty belonging to the defendant
in the county.
Assignee John Rock, of the Padu-
cah Towing Compony estate, filed a
report showing he had sold the steam
boat Woolfolk for $4,400 while he
has paid out claims amounting to
t!57. This statement was made in
winding up the business of the. as-
signed towing concern.
A judgment for sale of some prop-
city was given in the suit of Milton
Mil's agoinst George Waisner and
W. J. Smith.
An amended petition was lodged in
the litigation of tBertie R. Thomas
against Angie L. Thomas.
A deed was filed showing Master
Commissioner Cecil Reed has sold
property to Herman Wallerstein in
the suit of Emma Owen against Mat-
tie Doptsou The commissioner
was directed to pay the funds over
to the legal heirs ,after he defrayed
the court and other costs.
_ _ .
obstetrics, and Dr. Harry Williamson,
the ear, eye, nose and throat patients.
Whenever patients are admitted at
cost of the city they are treated by
the physician wiho has charge of that
depertment.
ilhis makes the fourth month that
the directorate has experimentedi with
the "visiting staff" which is adopted
in other cities and it has proven
eminetnly satisfaetory in this, that it
gives the pauper patients the bersufit
of the best attention in the city, wink
it also relieves City Physician Bass of
much work, it being entirely too much
for him heretofore to look after the
city sick, both at the hospital. and in
their homes out in town. 'Under this
new arrangement he simply looks
after the sick out in town.
WOODFORD COUNTY
VOTES OUT LIQUOR
Versailles Goes "Wet" But County
Unit Prevails.
Versailles, Ky. Sept. 21.—Prohibi-
tion carried in Woodford county yes-
terday by 533 majority. The vcr-
sidles precincts went wet by sixty
one votes, while the town of Midway
gave a dry majority of too. Under the
order of election, Woodford county
ye t(cl as a unit, therefore the result
takes whisky out of the entire coun-
ty. including Versailles. It is said
the saloon men .will contest the valid-
ity of the e'ection as far as it ap-
plies to Versailles.
WANTED—To buy Second hand








FOR RENT: Nice large room at
3A0 South Third St.
WANTED:-Lady or gentleman
of fair education to travel and co:-
lect for firm of $25o,000.00 capital.
Salary, $1 072.00 per years and ex
pcnses. Salary paid weekly and ex-
penses advanced; references requir-
ec.. Address, with stamp, J. A. Alex-
ander, Paducah, Ky.
WANTED TO RENT.—The two
story frame store house situated on
the corner of loth and Tennessee
street. Residence up stairs. Good
Stand for a grocery or drug store. Ap-
ply to J. Biederman Grocery and Bak-
ery Co. 6t
BOARD WANTED—By young
man in prvate family. Address "G"
Care Register.
—
Parties desiring the best table ser-
vice at parties, dinners or any social
features call Dick Logan, old phone
2352.
Miss L V. Shaw, teacher of piano,
mandolin, guitar, and voice culture.
Studio tio north Thirteenth street
sear Broadway. Conservatory metods
WANT I) Energetic. trustwor-
thy man r woman to work in Ken-
tucky r resenting large manufactur-
ing coI7pany. Salary $5o to Soo per
month paid weekly; expenses advanc-
ed. J H. Moore, In I'lymouth,
Chicago.
WANTED—To sell, four teams
complete, five mules and three horses.
Cash or on time, apply to Jake Bied-
erman Grocery and Baking company.
FOR RENT-5 room house with
bath and sewerage connections .423
Adams street.. Apply to 302 N. 7th
Sr Phone 13a.
FURNITURE bought and sold
Williams, 538 South Third street'
New phone stooA.
UMBRELLA repairing done st
311 South Third street on short no
: ce.
• •
WANTED FOR U. S. ARMY—
Ablbodied unmarried mien between
ages of at and 35; citizens of United
States, of good character an tempe-
rate habits, who can speak, read and
write English. For information ap-
ply to Recruiting Officer, New Rich-
wiond House, Paducah, Ky.
Notice to Traveling Public.
Please take notice that outbound
passenger trains for Cairo and Brook-
port will not be stopped at Eleventh
and Broadway. Inbound trains will
make this stop.
T. J. DONOVAN,
Agent, I. C. R. R.
When a fellow tells a girl he would Our idea of a wise man is one who
kiss her if he thought no one was is able to obtain inside information
looking, ten chances to one she will .relative to the things it is necessary
shut her eyes. • for him to know.—Chicago News.
The Smoothest Writers
Of Them All
THE HUNT ROUND POINTED PENS are the kind
that DO NOT SPURT, BLOT nor SCRATCH.
We have them in all shapes,— fine, medium and stub points.
We are making a SPECIAL INTRODUCTORY
PRICE until Octobber 1st of 50C PER GROSS





Abram L. Well & Co
FIRE INSURANCE
Accident, Life, Liability, Steam Bolter-
Campbell Block.






OFFICE PHONE 4114-a RZS rDENCZ PH ONZ
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We have on hand
For Sale:
3 Horse Power Motor.
s Horse Power Motor.
I 5% HOIlle Power Motor.
1 8 Horse Power Motor.




at -113 North Fourth Sweat.
IB. Michae The Only Licensed
N THE LEAD
1 Panvnbroket.
In the city—money loaned on all v aluables at the owe.t u•terest_all
besiness strictly confidential.
Just Received a Big Lot
of shot guns including. all the high-grade makes such as L. C. Smiths- -
Parker-La Feevet etc. We have Utz Remington automatic 'hot gun.
Also BargainS in ah
4
kinds of p stols, watches, diamonds, rings and the most omplete line af,.
musical instruments in the city. We also have a complete stock a
f traveling bags—prices are right 211 Broadway al I.
GENUINE TRADEWATER COAL REAL PITTSBIAZG
Lump 12c Nut 11c. Lump 13c, Nut i2c.
Leti%s- have your order now
West Kentucky Coal Co.
Office Second and Ohio.
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